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HIGH EXPLOSIVES.*

By W. R. QUINAN.

CHAPTER I.

Tin' following is the firs( of a series of important articles ivhich

will appear in this journal from week to week on the subject of high

explosives. Tin* ai tides in i|iirstioii appeared in the Aiiflniluiii

Miniiii/ Slniiiliiril from Dei-ember, I'.IUit. to February, 1910.

'I'liis is a detailed account of experimental determinations of the

;ty of Detonation
"

in a variety of explosives, most of them
'i to the American market and differing from the European

Some of the results are very interesting.

The determination! were made by two methods first, by the
well-known Bichel method, in which a welded string of cartridges
at least In ft. long is detenu: nl . ;ind the time determined with an

il chronoscope ; second, by means of the new detonating fuse
of M. d'Autridie. This n --d by Dr. Comey, is filled with
a composition having a tixed velocity of detonation of 6,000 metres

ond. To make the experiment, a piece of fuse of suitable

length is cut off, and the ends rapped with detonators. The fuse
is laid upon a heavy lead plate, and the middle point (M) of the

marked upon the plate. If both caps are fired the detonating
in the fuse meet at some point (I

3
), and leave the plate

indented in such a way that the point of meeting can be readily and
sharply identified on the plate. If the caps are fired simultaneously
the point of meeting of the waves is (M).

To determine the velocity of detonation in n column of explosive
the terminal caps of the fuse are inserted in the column with a

distance in metres (A) between them. The column is then del
from one end. The meeting point of the waves in the detonating
fuse is some point (P).
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velocity of detonation in the column
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T being the time it takes the> wave's te. pass from D to }' by
the two paths DMT and D(T. we have :

DMP A CP
T =

1
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being equal to CP + 2b, we have :
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6000 A
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'Summary of a paper by Dr. Arthur M. Coiney, Director of

the' Laboratory of the Dupont 1'eiwcler Company e>f America, entitled
" Study of the Velocity of Detonation."

So delicate and accurate is the d'Aiitrichc fuse in transmitting
ive that the ends of fuses can be inserted into the

column of explosive a I. intervals of a few inches, and the velocity
Measured for these short spaces. and also the average velocity
measured for the whole distance covered, in one experiment, RO that

an increase or decrease of velocity during the passage of the wa\e

can be noted.

The first determinations we're made with the Bichel apparatus.
Some of the' results were as follows:

ni /li/iiiiii/ifeg. Various grades of American dynamites
that is, nitroglyi'crin mixed with an active dope' (nitrates and cellulose'

absorbents) were tried from 7.~> per rent. N.(!. down to 5 per cent.

N.O. It was found that the velocity diminished quite regularly
with the grade from (i. '_'(.."> metres per second for 75 per cent., down
to 1,294 metres for the ."> per cent. Forty per cent, gave 4,848
niches, :i(l per cent. -1.172, and 1(1 per cent. 2,103 metres per second.

The law of variation of the velocity in these "straight" dynamites
(cafled

"
Lig-Dyns," as made by the' Cape F.xplosives Works) is

theiefore very simple.

1,'i/iifin.-! or Gelatin-Pynamitet. These, as made in America, con-

tain a small percentage of nitio ,-otion di.-solved in the nitro-glyccrin,
which gives them a gelatinous consistency and a resemblance' to the

gelignites in Europe, but as a rule' the Americans depend more upon
the absorbent po.ver of the cellulose ingredients, anil use less nitro-

cotton. The results were rather odd :

Velocity
IVlcelita'j.c of Detonator:

Mrength. Metres per second.

75

BO

55

60

16

40

2.ir>5

2,104
2.S5.1

2.273

2.27R

2.184

In th'-M le.-t> gelatin dynamite of the same' grade was used as

a primer, but caps of different strengths were employed wit limit,

however, causing any appreciable effect on the velocity. With the

gelatins there' is no increase in velocity, with increase in strength-
in fact, a slight, but irregular, deerea.-e is noted. But if a primer
of 40 per -cent, "straight dynamite" was used to start the detonation,

very different results were obtained as follows :

Gelatins vlth 40 prr i-rtit. Jlijnmnitc Primers.

Velocity
Percentage of Detonators

ftrength. Metres per second.

7f, 6,909
60 6,606
50 5,862
40 5,r,H

35 5,122

showing not only a regular law of increase of velocity with the
. bul much higher velocities.

M82563
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Ammonia Explosives. These are dynamites in which part of

the nitro-glycerin is replaced with ammonium nitrate. The following

results were obtained, and were independent of the size of the

detonator or the use of a primer :

Velocity

Percentage of Detonators

strength. Metres per second.

60 3,008

50

40

35

30

25

4,381

4,123

3,960

:i.55fi

3,187

These results are low compared with the Lig.-Dyns, or "straight"

dynamites, but high compared with tin- gelatins. The velocity for

the GO-grade is anomalous. With this exception, there is an increase

of velocity with the grade.

Nitro-Glycerin. The plan of exploding this in glass tubes was

first tried, but a tube with jin. bore would not transmit the wave.

The column could only be detonated for a few inches from the cap;

|in. glass tubes gave an average velocity of 654 metres per second.

With lin. light sheet iron tubes, using a 24.5 grain cap (1.6 grams)
five tests were made. These fell into two groups, one giving
an average (jf .Z.IjSO. .metres, the other only 1,451 metres.

Wilh'lft ,'rtin. '. tf-itujgjtt-jirijn pipe, using a 24.5 grain cap. a

velocity; V)' SfflT. Ivleti'tf) was obtained and with a cap

containing 12.1 g/ajns^ (O.S grams) an average velocity of
'

^. /%sirjg; thf .t^A'utj-iche fuse an average velocity of
'

. . .

*,& metres; r^slilt'eji.; .We; <Us,.have the peculiar phenomenon with

lequicl 'nitre-glycerin of two widely differing velocities of detonation

with apparently no intermediate steps. The higher velocity evi-

dently depends in a general way upon the size of the tube holding
the liquid, the strength of the tube, and the use of heavy detona-

tors. The results given so far were obtained by the method of

Ilerr Bichel. They generally represent average velocities of detona-

tion in welded columns of explosive l^in. in diameter and 10ft.

long, enclosed in thin wrought-iron tubes. The d'Autriche detonating
fuse was used specially to determine the law of increase or decrease

in the velocity with the length of the column. The confinement was
in a paper tube, and the average velocity obtained was therefore

generally lower than by the Bichel method- -.'trong confinement being
favourable to higher velocities.

Texts with d' . \nttirlic Detonating Fuse. In these tests from
one to four cartridges, Ijin. x 8in., were generally used. The

detonating fuses were used to determine the velocity of detonation

in eacli stick or cartridge, as well as the average velocity for the

whole column. Some of the results *ere as follows :

"
Straight

"
Dynamites. Sixty per cent, grade gave a nearly

uniform velocity of 5,800 metres; 50 per cent, grade gave an

increasing velocity from 5,0fi6 in 1st stick to 5,507 in the 4th stick;

40 per cent, grade gave an increasing velocity from 3.SOI in 1st ftick

to 4,890 in 4th stick. This tendency to increase reaches its maximum
in the 40 per cent. The grades below 40 per rent, show the same

tendency, but in diminishing degree. The very low grades become

nearly uniform like the GO per cent.

Oelatin-Dynamite$.

60 per cent.

40 per cent.

1st .'tick.

.. 2.437

.. 2,010

4th stick.

2,452

2,005

A single experiment using a 40 per cent, "straight" dynamite
primer on 60 per cent, gelatin

1st stick.

7,304

3rd stick.

6,222

These results, though somewhat irregular, which was oftener

the case with "gelatins" than with "straight" dynamites, show no

particular tendency to increase of velocity with progression of the

wave.

Blasting Gelatin. A large number of tests were made with

blasting gelatins, using 20 grain (1.3) caps. It was found that the

velocity of detonation increased very rapidly from a low velocity at

the point of detonation, and reached a maximum in about 4 inches.

Results of tests with a sample of blasting gelatin gave an average

velocity of 2,000 metres for the first 2 inches, 3,000 metres for the

second 2 inches, and an average of 6,850 metres for the next 11

inches. (These results would be more valuable if we had a descrip-
tion of the blasting gelatin, the percentage of nitro-cotton and its

content of nitrogen also the physical characteristics of the explosive
its hardness, plasticity, etc.)

Velocity of Detonatimi tlu-mii/li .\ii. -The d'Autriche method
was also used to determine the velocity of transmission of detonation

through air. The cartridges were put in a strong paper tube with

an air spacing. It was found that the GO per cent, "straight"

dynamite had a range of 48 inches, and the 40 per cent, a

of 40 inches, and so on down to 20 per cent., with a range of 32

inches. The velocity was measured for every 5 inches of the inter-

vening space. It was proved that the velocity of the detonating
wave decreased rapidly with the distance. For the first 5 in<

'

was generally a little below the normal for the explosive itself, but
fell off rapidly with the increasing distance. The average for the

40 per cent, was 2,253 metres per second for the range of 40 inches.

The author's theory is that the normal velocity of the detonating
waves through air is that of sound, or 340 metres per second, but
this velocity conforming to the properties of the wc\v.- nf sound and
other waves of compression and rarefaction, is greatly increased at

the high temperature and pressure, which exist in the immediate

vicinity of the detonation rapidly decreasing, however, as the tern

perature and pressure decrease with increasing distance from the

explosive.

(This is equivalent to saying that the detonating waves are

transmitted through air according to the laws of sound and degem rate

into sound waves as the temperature and pressure fall with increasing
distance. But when the velocity falls below a certain limit depending
upon the strength and sensitiveness of the explosive, the waves are
no longer capable of causing detonation.)

One interesting observation is, that the velocity of detonation
in the second cartridge, if detonation is produced at all, is normal
and independent of the degeneration of the wave in air. The most
remarkable case of the detonating wave in one medium exciting a

velocity greater than its own in another, is the action of the 40 per
cent, "straight" dynamite on the high grade "gelatins."

General Comment!! on the Paper. The introduction of the

d'Autriche detonating fuse is of record importance in the study of

explosives, and ought to lead to a new development of economy and

efficiency in practical blasting. It gives the mine manager a ready
means of determining the velocity of detonation of an explosive, and
the relation this bears to efficiency in rock-getting. The so-called

high explosives vary greatly in their normal velocities of detonation.

which are found ranging from 20,000ft. down to 6,000ft. a second.

Every chemical composition may lie considered as having a normal

rate of detonation, but even this velocity must be defined as per-

taining to a definite degree of confinement and the use of a detonator
of adequate strength. The rate of detonation of some explosives is

much more influenced than others by the degree of confinement and
the strength of the detonator. In some the physical condition of

the explosive has great influence (this is not touched upon in Dr.

Comey's paper), and some can have their velocities greatly increased

by the use of a primer of different composition.

It is generally assumed that the higher the velocity of detonation
of an explosive, the greater its efficiency in rock-getting. There is

this justification for the belief a maximum rate of detonation implies
a prfect detonation, whereas an abnormally low rate denotes insen-

fitiveness and probably an incomplete metamorphosis. It does not
follow provided this condition of perfect detonation be fulfilled

that the maximum rate is the most favourable for rock-getting. For
certain special purposes, such as "plastering" or surface blasting of

boulders, the highest possible rate under the circumstances is un-

doubtedly desirable, for in this case the confinement is slight, and
the rate of application of the energy must be of lightning quickness
to effect the purpose. In blast holes, where the explosive is well
confined and expends its energy to greater advantage, it is probable
that a medium velocity of detonation will be found to do more useful
work for a given energy in the explosive. When (he energy of an

explosive is applied at (he maximum rate, it is reasonable to suppose
that the local effect in pulverising and heating the rock in immediate
contact with the charge will consume an undue proportion of the

energy a portion which would have been expended in the more
useful work of disrupting and removing rock masses if the applica-
tion had been more gradual.

Blasting gelatin varies considerably in velocity of detonation,

depending upon its composition and physical condition. It is believed
that a blasting gelatin of normal rate is more efficient in rock-getting
than one which, by composition, instability, or other cause, is of
maximum quickness.

Oefignite seems to have normally a low rate of detonation. It

is believed that if this can be somewhat quickened by use of a primer
its efficiency as a rock-getting explosive will be generally improved.
In the special case of insensitiveness there is no doubt that the use
of a suitable primer is called for both to correct this trouble and
to develop the full energy of the explosive.

[These comments are general and off-hand. In future papers I

propose, to treat the " Detonation of Explosives
"

in more detail,

and to show the bearing of 'our latest knowledge, or lack of know-

ledge, of the subject upon practical blasting.]



CHAPTER II.

Historical Alfred Nobel Detonation The Vagaries of Nitro-glycerine.

//' -\.l)., HMO. the introduction of

lit half

ay. The
tO I" ,,,.! p,

bel, the >w<<lish engineer. It was In- who tamed
ii.l subdued it to tin' hand of (In- miner.

I'l 01 r.1

yew
'!" ''

anil properties, :Ml ,|

Little was known al"

it had number of laboratories ill iliffercnt

i,
where . hcmists had attempted to fol]

that his father Kmnianuel
' inoM-d to Si. I' .ill was a dabbler ill

oyed with 1 Profe 01 .laeoln in devising a

uhlnarinc torpedoes for tin- llnssian ( io\ eminent during
ii War to keep tin- allied fleet ont of the Neva. It ig

Nobel thus leainrd how to make nitro
!! scale pr.nlised by chemists. Sometime after

ned I.) Stockholm and put up a tiny factory for its

manufacture. This was in the later liftie^ prolialily in 1859.
Alfred Nobel, who liad leturm-d a year or two before from an

apprenti. eship in Ainni.a. beci in tin- enterprise, and
put his shoulder to the wheel. An explo. ; ( ,n at the little factory killed

aimes. and broke the father's heart, but
'vcn tin.- i odd not daunt Alfred Nobel. lie had grasped the

ance to the industrial world of tin :it nitro-gl
'

nld tuin him back. lie found funds to build

.ppar.ttiis for manufacturing it on a lar
that has been npied with slight modification by all

manut'a' tuieis of modern date ..in nitro <;ly. erine packed
in bottle: or tin cans to various parts of the world under the trade

f "j.Ionion oil." In nearly every instance be received news
or later from each con- liniment of a disastrous explosion. To

mention some ot these : There was one mi a steamer lying at Aspin
wall on tin. Isthmus of Panama : a ship going to Chili was blown

up: then- was an explosion at (Juctiast. in \Vale.-: another in a New
hotel, ami still another in \Ve!ls. Fargo's Kxprcss oliice in San

Fraiici-co. This latter explosion was i aused by part of a lot con-
: iuned to .lulius liandtnaiin. to whom Nobel afterwards assigned the

i Stales patent for dynamite taken out in 1867.' What iron

the man must have had ! The terrible news arriving in in

uts dbtn ssed him. but he never wavered from his purpose. lie

on patiently with his expel iie,ents. He had :ol\ed tin- problem
of making nitre-glycerine on a commercial scale, but two other pro-
blems picked. One was to prevent it from exploding when an ex

p|ii:i--n was no! wanted the other was to explode it when an ex

I) was wanted. Nobel was not by training a chemist, and did
not at first realise the necessity ,,f thorough purification of the nitro

jhcerine. The disasters referred to were generally the result of

slow . the nitre-glycerine under confinement.

During a certain stage the decomposing liquid is very
ren.-itive to jar or shock, while it generally explodes

iieously some til ir other if kept bottled up. The pioneer
in charing up this matter, though his work came some years later.

o. M. Mowbray. who manufactured liquid nitro-glycerine for

boring the great lloo.-ac Tunnel at North Adams, Massachusetts.

Mowbray. who was a chemist, ^aw at once that it was necessary to

-lily purify the, nitro glycerine by washing out all traces of

the acids to prevent decomposition, lie set a standard in this regard
which all later manufacturers have been glad to follow. It re

i. however, for Nobel to strike the keynote of safrty. It was
he who first clearly realised that the liquid form of nitro glycerine
was in it-elf a danger. Liquids being incompressible, are ill suited

to withstand the skocks and jars of transportation and use when

they are explosive, llen.e came the invention of dynamite. I5y

aboibing nitro u'h'-erine in a poms earth called Kie.-clgnhr, he

obt.ini-il an explosive paste with some resilience and capacity for

biiig sleeks. This was "dynamite." or Nobel's safety powder
the greatest praclral step in high explosives.

Coing bad; to th" other problem getting the nitroglycerine to

explode when the bore hole was charged and everything was ready
for the blast \obel must have been surprised when he found his

servant capricious and baulky- in the extreme. His earliest patents
show thai he expected to overcome the ditlicully with gunpowder.
1'y exploding this in the bore hole he anticipated setting free the

! energy of the nitro glycerine, but i! was no go. Some-
lutes he got an explosion of a low order and sometimes a total

failure. He even mixed the two together, but this worked even

The mixture burnt without developing even the useful

energy of gunpowder. Finally, be bit upon the idea of using gun

caps charged with mercury fulminate. He was on the right track

at last, and when he lengthened the copper tubes and used com-

paratively heavy charges of fulminate composition the problem was

solved. Detonation of a high explosive at will made its appearance

for the lirst time: success was reached in istil. This, pel hap:- the

important and far-reaching of his iuvcn 1

patented,
Hy ISf'iT Nobel had overcome all the tremendous dilliciilli.

Ilil path and given the world a working high ex plo.-h e dynamite
which served its purpose well for nearly twenty years.

Before saying good bye to this wonderful man I wish to

iccapitulate that he was the first to solve the problem of making
nitro-glycerine on the large scale] to devise a means for detonating
it, and to invent a safe form for its use. In subsequent years he

patented blasting gelatine and ballistite, both record making inveu
tions. The first remains the most powerful and the ideal explosive
for the miner where, great energy is required, while the second was
the forerunner of smokeless powder, containing nitro glycerine as an

ingredient. Cordite is an offshoot, so to speak, of this invention.

Alfred Nobel may be called the Father of High Fix plosives.

Simple in character and practical in bis work, his fame should be
cherished among those who are engaged in the making and handling

t n.'.dein industrial explosives. In the dark days, when little was
known of the nature of the terrible agent, nitroglycerine, it was
he who had the courage to drag the monster into the light and chain
him to be the obedient servant of man. He had to grope his way
and learn by bitter experience, but when once started upon his task,
like Christian in Runyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," he set his teeth

and moved always forward. As an humble follower in his footsteps,
I take great pleasure in making this simple tribute to his memory.

Drtiiiiiitinn. Everyone knows that there are two forms of ex

plosion -combustion and detonation and the average man's idea of

the two phenomena is fairly definite; but few know that there are

intermediate forms or lower orders of detonation explosions which
it, is impossible to accurately classify. Various theories have been
p opo.-i'd for detonation. The one generally accepted is the wave

theory. According to this, the detonator sets up a wave of short

but intense vibrations, which, radiating from it, cause the successive

layers of the explosive to undergo a sudden chemical transformation.

The wave is reinforced by the successive explosions and caiiied

onward to the bounding surfaces of the stuff with a high but

definite velocity, which is determined by the nature of the explosive,
and the special conditions of the experiment. One might think that

whatever the initial order of the explosion, the great energy set

free in the successive layers would determine the final velocity of

detonation; that is, if the column of explosive were long enough,
the velocity would attain a certain normal figure, no matter how
the wave was started, whether by a weak or strong detonator, but

under the conditions of use this is certainly not so. A weak wave
remains weak and retains a low velocity. This fact alone, notwith-

standing the complication of the phenomena involved, tends to show

that a true wave is concerned, the velocity of whi<h, in a given ex-

plosive medium, is mainly dependent upon the intensity of its

vibrations.

Mercury fulminate, so far as is known, is the detonating agi nt

par excellence. Ijerthclot. the great French authority, holds that

of all known explosives, it is capable of producing the greatest

pressure on the unit of confining surface. He ascribes this to two
of its properties first, to the simplicity of its chemical metamor-

i

phosis, which gives non dissociable products, one mercury vapour
being monatomic and the others diatomic; second, to its great

density, which enables one to concentrate its action and apply it to
1

a small area. It is also known to have a very high velocity of

detonation probably the highest of any known explosive, except,

perhaps, some of the other fulminates. It is readily exploded by
friction, shock, spark or flame. Whether it undergoes combustion or

detonation by simple ignition depends upon the confinement. Small

quantities unconfined burn up with less violence than fine gun

powder under the same conditions. It must be noted that the

(iicigy of mercury fulminate is very small, and its effects local.

Theoretically, energy is independent of quickness. It is a question
of heat and gas volume.

When Nobel found that he could produce the detonation of

nitro glycerine by using a copper capsule charged with fulminate,

the idea spread rapidly to all parts of the world where nitro

glycerine or its preparations were used, and in a few years dynamite

caps were' articles of commerce. The Germans were prompt l<> take

up the manufacture as well as the factories in New England which

had been engaged in making cartridge cases and caps for guns.

Tln-M1

early dynamite caps were wofully inadequate. They were

short copper tubes, scarcely half an inch long, containing only a

few grains rarely more than three not of fulminate, but of ful-

minate composition. Parenthetically, it may be said that the

handling of pure fulminate is BO dangerous that the cap manufac-

turers usually mix a diluent with it to lessen the risk of accident

to the workmen. This diluent is generally potassium chlorate, and

a composition in vogue in England and on the Continent is 80 per



cent, fuliniiiiito tu 20 per rent, chlorate. Some makers use the pro-
portions 95 to 5. A small percentage of guncotton has also been
used ; also of other explosives, nitro-saccharose and nitro-niannite.
It is a point well worth determining whether any of these additions
are really helpful to the detonation. They increase the energy, but
it is not known how they affect the efficiency of the detonator in

selling up the right sort of vibration. The right port of vibration

may also vary with the nature of the explosive. It is to be hoped
that before long some skilled experimentalist will take up this study
and make the subject clear. The cap factories could perhaps tell ns

something, but they keep their knowledge to themselves. The
ordinary tests for caps, except for comparing the strength of those
of like composition, being energy tests, are fallacious.

It is well to note here that the detonation of dynamite caps is

obtained by simple ignition under confinement. In the ones made
to fit safety fuse, the fuse supplies the ignition as ivell as the con-
finement. In the electric detonators there is a sensitive priming
composition set on fire by the current, either by a spark in high
tension

_

fuses or by the tiny red-hot platinum 'wire forming the
"bridge" in low-tension fuses. Good confinement is necessary in
both cases to develop the detonating power of the fulminate.
Especial care should be taken in preparing detonators, for firing
with safety fuse, otherwise the detonation of the "charge" may be
crippled at the fountain head.

The history of the introduction of detonators and detonating
explosions on the mining fields repeats itself all over the world. It

took years to root out the notion that "any little old thing" in the
way of a detonator was good enough to explode dynamite. My
experience in the Pacific States of America, where I began the
manufacture of mining explosives thirty years ago, will be found
typical. The market was flooded with the tiny detonators men-
tioned above called

"
single force" caps. There were better ones

double and triple force but they were scarce and hard to obtain.
Some years later the two lower grades had disappeared. A local

factory was established, and a quadruple and quintuple cap were
made. The latter, if my memory serves me, contained about 12

grains of composition. This was a great improvement, but it took

something like ten years of constant agitation by a few progressive
spirits to reach even this stage. Truly, the miner underground has
been long suffering. In the early days he must have accepted the
rapid pulse and violent headache of his calling as a necessary
accompaniment to the use of dynamite, whereas these distressing
symptoms were chiefly due to the vapour of unexploded nitro-

glycerine thrown into the air of the drive after every blast. Mow-
bray, at the Hoosac tunnel, had noticed this effect when weak caps
were used with his liquid nitre-glycerine, and a similar state of

things prevailed for many years afterwards in the use of the
various forms of dynamite. Kieselguhr dynamite, as is well known,
when properly detonated produces no bad gases, but in practice
this was only on a par with badly proportioned dynamites having
active bases. In fact, this was the period of bad dynamites. Some
were worse than others, but all were bad, because with the weak caps
in vogue they could not be properly detonated. It was not until

strong caps were introduced that it became worth while for the

dynamite maker to study compositions.

l';/<;i-iY.< "/ Nitro-fflycerine. The experiments of Dr. Comey, of
the Dupont works in America, are the latest observations on the
detonation of high explosives. A summary of his paper was pub-
lished in last week's issue of the

"
Mining Standard." This is well

worth study, because, reading between the lines, one can learn a

good deal about the laws governing detonation. Take nitro-glycerine,
for instance, which is rightly regarded as the most dangerously
sensitive explosive that the dynamite maker uses as a component.
Yet even this explosive needs strong confinement and heavily
charged caps to develop the highest rate of detonation. In glass
tubes it virtually failed. Tubes of -^in. bore would not transmit
the detonation ; -|in. tubes gave a detonation, but evidently a crippled
one, since the velocity was only 654 metres a second. One-inch
tubes of light sheet iron seemed to be on the border-line of requisite
confinement, because two widely different velocities of detonation
were obtained with 24.5 grain caps. Strong l^in. iron pipes, how-

ever, were required, with 24.5 grain caps, to give the maximum
velocity of detonation, but even with this size of column of ex-

plosive and strong confinement, weak detonators (12.1 grains) gave
low velocities. The most curious feature of this investigation is

that nitro-glycerine appears to have two widely different velocities

of detonation, with no intermediate steps. The low rate covers a

range up to about 2,000 metres, while the high rate beginning at

3-i times this extends to 8,000 or 9,000 metres.

The early experimenters, Professor Abel among them, trying
to detonate a stream of nitro-glycerine in an open trough, got a

low rate, about 3,000 feet a second. Liquid nitro-glycerine, in fact,

has been more or less of a puzzle to practical men. Under certain

conditions it gave indications of a very high velocity of detonation.

For instance, Mowbray, who used it in boreholes confined in tin

cans, regarded it as the quickest of all high-explosives; but as he

was an enthusiast and believed he was the only maker of tri-nitro-

glycerine, while Nobel and others were making an inferior grade,
his opinion does not now inspire much respect. On the other hand,

General Abbott, of the United States Engineers, in his great work
at the Engineer Torpedo School, Willett's Point, in devising a

system of submarine mines, found a curious anomaly in its action.

He tried various explosives to ascertain their suitability for tuipedoed,
and determined their intensity by firing charges in the centre of a
steel ring suspended at different depths under water. The steel

ring was equipped with pistons and lead plugs arranged symnictii
caliy around the charge to record its action. Nitro-glyc.
fired in tin cans. He found that it gave only about eight-tenths
of the intensity of Kieselguhr dynamite. Seeing that the dynamite
contained only 75 per cent, of nitro-glycerine, the remainder of the

composition being inert, this result seemed to show that a part
greater than the whole. General Abbott, though sorely puzzled,
verified the fact by numerous experiments. Influenced possibly by
Mowbray's opinions, he offered as an explanation this theory ---that

the action of the nitro-glycerine might be too quick to be trans-
mitted by the water surrounding the charge. As a practical maker
of explosives, I was not satisfied with this explanation. I knew
that nitro-glycerine, at least under certain conditions, was not quick,
but slow. I took the trouble to construct a special crusher gauge
(a modification of the Quinan gauge), in which the nitro-glycerine
acted upon the lead plug through a column of water that is, the
blow from the explosive was partly transmitted by a column of

water enclosed between water-tight pistons. The crushing of the
lead plug gave the usual result as compared with the action of dyna-
mite, the relative energy indicated being a little more than 100 to

75. In a paper published in the proceedings of the United States-

Naval Institute, entitled "Crusher and Cutter Gauges for Explo
sives," I gave an account of my experiments, and suggested that

the explanation for the anomaly noticed by General Abbott in the

behaviour of nitro-glycerine was that a considerable portion of it

was not detonated, but escaped explosion by being blown into the

surrounding water. In the light of Dr. Comey's experiments, I

have no doubt that this was the true explanation. The confinement
in the tin can was not sufficient to develop a high rate of detonation

the can was burst and part of its contents scattered before the

detonating wave reached the outer portions.
A curious observation made after an explosion at our factory

in California receives some light from Dr. Comey's discovery that

nitro-glycerine is subject to two widely different velocities of detona-

tion apparently without intermediate steps. A decomposition of

wa>te nitro-glycerine in a nitrating house started an explosion, which,

following down a V gutter, carried the disaster to a mixing house,

some 500 yards distant. The V gutter was made of two redwood
boards about 8 inches wide, rough on the outside, nailed together
at the angle, and lined with light sheet rubber packing. At the

time of the disaster the gutter was carrying a stream of nitro-

glycerine about 3^in. deep at the angle. The grade was about 14in.

in 100ft. The gutter or flume was supported by wooden frames

or horses of varying heights. At one point the gutter passed

through the projecting toe of a hill, and to accommodate it a cut

about 5ft. in depth was made in a stiff, indurated clay, so solid that

the walls of the cut were left nearly vertical. On one, side of the

gutter was a foot-walk for the cleaner, with its supporting trestle.

hand-rail, and necessary framing. The other side was free except
for the legs of the horses carrying the gutter. In the cut- on this

free side the gutter was perhaps 18 to 20 inches from the clay wall.

After the explosion the usual minute study was made of the ground.
The V gutter was found wholly destroyed and the frame knocked to

pieces. The sheet-rubber packing was picked up in long strips,

usually cut as with a knife along the line that had marked the level

of the stream of nitro-glycerine. The curious observation referred to

above was made in the clay cut on the free side of the gutter. On
the face of the clay wall was a perfect, nearly horizontal imprint
of the redwood board forming that side of the V gutter. A plaster

cast could not have brought out the rough grain of the wood better.

This imprint extended some 16 feet, showing that the board had

been thrown intact horizontally against the clay wall, while nearly

preserving the angle it occupied in the gutter, the imprint being

much deeper in the upper part. Another strange thing was. that the

board had been utterly destroyed after making the imprint. Nothing
remained of it but matchwood or shavings in the bottom of the

cut, which reminded one of the floor in a busy barber's shop.

The natural conclusion was that the explosion could not have

been instantaneous, even in the ordinary sense ; that it either

occurred gradually or in stages. With Dr. Comey's results to guide

us, it is possible to propound a fairly simple explanation. Some
small part of the nitro-glycerine stream (probably a small section

at the angle, as being the part under the greatest confinement) de-

tonated at the high rate, giving time for the board to be thrown

against the clay bank and to make its imprint while it was yet

intact, before the bulk of the liquid detonated at the low rate and

destroyed it. The explanation may seem far fetched, and if any
better can be offered I will gladly accept it. It is hard to see how

the flume could have been broken apart without scattering the liquid

more or less, but we are dealing with very minute intervals of

time, and this scattering would not necessarily prevent the subse-

quent explosion of all or the greater part of this nitro-glycerine.

On the other hand, if the whole of the liquid in the gutter had been

exploded as one body, the board would not have been carried over

horizontally to the clay bank : it would have been driven at an angle

of 45deg. 'downwards, even if it had escaped immediate destruction,

which is unbelievable. The other side of the cut, which was

perhaps 3ft. or more from the gutter, showed no imprint, as though

the board on that side had been overtaken and destroyed before it

reached the bank.
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it quite safe against ordinary shocks, while it is readily detonated

uiid. : '-lit with a cap of in rength, such as a No. 5,

is believed to be bettor.

Mxiltrii DIJMIIII /, .-. Kieaelguhl dynamite has been generally re

plu,, trei I !>
i. .unites with active bases

tin n iie mixed \\ith a dope, i onsiM ing of an oxidising Ij

and a carboffltoeoiu element whieh serves to absorb the nitro glycerine.
involved in thi -us is to make all the ingre-

dients contribute to the we. rking energy, the oitro-glyoerine playing
the role of del, Hi. it in mixture. This principle was

d !,\ \oliel iii his patent for No. 2 dynamite, and is

now universally accepted, being embodied also in modern gelignites
and gelatine dynamites, but for a time it was decried by some authori-

Nobel's trade possibly to uphold the supremacy of

Kieselguhr dynamite, which was threatened by cheaper rival corn-

generally joined in the cry against it. Even Mowbray,
enamoured of his' liquid tri nitro-glycerine, ridiculed it. He com-

pared the linking of gunpowder elements with nitro
glycerine,

to

harnessing a locomotive to the electric current; one being relatively

slow and the other quiek, they could not pull together. Time and

praetieal e\ni ricnce have completely refuted this n pruui reasoning.
The principle reeeived the fullest recognition in America, where

three fourths of the explosives made are still compounded upon this

primiple. The dope first used approximated closely the composition
of gunpowder, but experience proved that better results could be ob-

tained by discarding the sulphur and replacing the charcoal with a

cellulose ingredient, such as wood pulp.

These American or
"
straight dynamites" (as Dr. Comey calls

them in his paper; or "
Lig-Dyns," as they are called at the Cape

Kxplusives \\oiks in South Africa) are the most certain and regular
of all forms of explosives in their response to the detonator; while

they are also (when made with reasonable care) probably the safest

explosives in use. The cushioning action of the cellulose absorbent in

u aiding off the effect of friction or blows is extraordinary. This

is due to the resilience of the absorbent. No matter how densely the

i id;;e i^ pin ke.l at the factory, there is a large margin of safe

((impressibility left to meet the exigencies of handling and use. I

have made scores of tamping experiments by placing the cartridge in

an iron pipe, putting in a hardwood tamping rod, and dropping a

heavy weight (about 35 pounds) upon the head of the rod from varying
and increasing heights up to 16ft. By prolonging this rough treatment,
I have always succeeded in driving the rod entirely through the col-

umn of cartridges, wedging the stuff against the sides of the pipe, and

subjecting it to great friction and sharp percussion at each blow
without one instance of accident. I have made a few experiments of

the same kind upon Kieselguhr dynamite and upon a nitro-cellulose

gelatine, which was nearly the equivalent of modern gelignite. I got one

small, sharp explosion with the first, and the second in one test took

fire and burnt without explosion before the experiment was com-

pleted. If the lower end of the pipe had been closed as in a borehole,
it is possible that an explosion of low order would have resulted.

While the l.ig. Dyns show themselves immune to ordinary friction and

percussion, they are specially susceptible to the vibrations produced
by the detonator, and detonation once properly started is transmitted
with great certainty and regularity. Dr. Comey shows, moreover, that

if two IJin. x 8in. cartridges are confined in a strong paper tube, one

cartridge will explode the other, though they are separated by a consi-

derable air gap. The 60 per cent, has a range of about 48in., and the
40 per cent, one of 40in. Though the detonating wave in air is sub-

ject to a rapid deterioration in velocity, the second cartridge, if ex-

ploded at all, detonates at the normal rate. This peculiar susceptibi-
lity of the Lig.-Lyns to detonation, I ascribe to their physical struc-

ture. This is more or less open and loose, and the minute, but intense,
vibrations of the detonating wave can always penetrate the surface and
find a multitude of points for molecular attack. Ordinary shock
attacks the stuff in mass, and is absorbed without causing explosion.

Gelatinous Kx/ilnsires. The gelatines, including blasting gelatine,

gelignities and gelatine-dynamites, contain nitro-cotton, which unites
more or less perfectly with the nitro-glycerine, and converts it into
a jelly. Blasting gelatine contains, or should contain, nothing but
nitro-cotton and nitro-glycerine, usually about 8 per cent, of the
former to 92 per cent, of the latter. There is no distinction between
gelignites and gelatine-dynamites, except that of grade. Some manu-
facturers use the second name for a higher grade, others for a grade
lower than the gelignites, which generally carry from 60 to 70 per
cent, of nitro-glycerine. These gelatines contain a dope similar to
that of American dynamite usually wood pulp with a nitrate. They
therefore need less nitro-cotton in proportion to the nitro-glycerine
than blasting gelatine. The great advantage of these compositions is

that the nitro-glycerine, being reduced to a jelly, requires less absorb-
ent to hold it. and enough nitrate can be introduced to give very com-
plete oxidation of the products. This can be done in the middle and

les of l^ig.-Dyiis or American dynamites, but is impossible
in the higher grades unless some in is used to help the
\\ood pulp.

Blasting gelatine is the ideal explosive when a maximum of power
Mined. It \\iis Nobel's erounini: triumph in industrial explosives.

Not only are its physical properties specially suited to its work, but
embodiment of energy it is remarkable for uniting two explosives

nitro-glycerine and nitro cotton so that the defect of one is made
to com pi -i, -ate for the defect of the other. Nitr > idyeerine when fully

detonated is wasteful of energy in giving an excess of oxygen about
:i,5 per rent, of its weight- while nitro cotton is deficient in oxygon,
and produces a large percentage of carbon monoxide. When the pro-
portions in blasting gelatine are normal and the grade of nitro-cotton
,-ood. this excess and defieieney compensate each other very accurately.
and there is no waste of energy. General Abbott found in his sub-
marine experiments that blasting gelatine gave the greatest intensity
of all the explosives tried. Tho gelignites partake in composition of
the nature of blasting gelatine and of the Lig.-Dyns. They are more
plastic and denser than the latter, and have the advantage of being
more easily oxidised, as before stated.

Neither blasting gelatine nor gelignite is very susceptible to deto-
nation. Both require strong caps to start a proper detonation, and
the wave is easily interrupted by air gaps or other obstructions. The
wave is also subject under favourable circumstances to a deterioration
in its own medium, as will be shown in a later article. Blasting gela-
tine under proper conditions gives a wave of high velocity, but it does
not appear to have the detonating power of the L,ig-Dyn wave, though
this in its own medium is much slower. Gelignite has normally a
slow rate, but this can be greatly increased by firing it with a Lig.-
n\-n primer. It can be laid down as a practical rule that all hieh
explosives require strong confinement for complete detonation. (It
has been seen that even so sensitive an explosive as mercury fulminate
requires this first element of detonation.) Even if this condition,
which applies with special force to gelatinous explosives, be fulfilled,
a detonator of adequate strength must be used to develop the fu'l

power.

The Lig.-Dyns, when confined, can be detonated with apparently
full force by a No. 5 (12.3 grains) cap, but even in this case it is

believed a No. 6, containing 1 gramme of fulminate composition, is

bitter and surer. In connection with the subject of detonation there
must be noticed a property peculiar to nitro-glycerine and its com-
pounds.

Freezing. Nitro-glycerine freezes, and becomes a solid at mode-
rately low temperatures about 45-46 deg. Fahr. and all explosives
containing it are subject to the same drawback, but in different degrees.
When the liquid is solidly frozen it ; s virtually inexplosive the

strongest detonator seems to have no effect upon it. Mowbray utilised
this property in making it safe for transportation. He prepared
special tin cans for holding it, with a centre cylinder to contain ice.

He proved that ;iu the frozen condition it would stand very rough
treatment. Notwithstanding this, many accidents have happened
with frozen dynamite and other explosives, and miners have a whole-
some dread of handling them in this state.

An experiment which I made many years ago throws some
light on the subject. I took a solid liflhp of frozen nitro-glycerine
rather larger than a man's fist, scraped a groove in the top of it,

brushed out the dust, and fired a strong detonator in the groove. The
detonator broke, the lump into perhaps half-a-dozen pieces, but there
was no explosion. Without removing the dust and small bits. I

gathered all the fragments and fired a detonator in the pile. This time
there was a sharp explosion, and many fragments were made and scat-
tered over the brick pavement, which served as a floor for the experi-
ment. The fragments were carefully gathered up once more and
fired. The result was apparently a full detonation. The brick upon
which the pile was fired was smashed, and a small depression made in
the pavement. The weather was very cold, and at no time during the
experiment was even a trace of liquefied nitro-glycerine noticed.

The natural conclusion was that frozen nitro-glycerine is readily
detonated if broken into small pieces. The danger in handling frozen
dynamite probably conies from fine crystals of nitro-glycerine forming
either inside or outside of the cartridge wrapper. These are reported
to be specially susceptible to friction, like the fresh crystals of potas
sium chlorate, but the subject is very obscure and little is known
about St.

Kieselguhr dynamite when solidly frozen (as in the packed cart-

ridges) is practically inexplosive, yet General Abbott adopted it as
his standard explosive for submarine mines. In cold waters it natur-

ally freezes in winter, and it puzzled some dynamite men to account
for such an error of judgment on the part of this distinguished officer.

General Abbott, however, discovered that by a simple expedient he
could keep the dynamite sensitive to detonation. He loaded his

torpedo cases loosely with granulated dynamite. Freezing in this

condition made little or no difference to detonation with a strong
exploder.
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In America a speciality is made of low-grade dynamites for rail-

way work, bank-blasting, etc., as cheap substitutes for black powder.
A favourite grade is 5 per cent. The mass usually consists of a

granulated mixture of nitrate and bituminous coal or the equivalent,

to which 5 per cent, of nitro-glycerine is added. When finished the

stuff is packed loose in the wooden cases. A Lig.-Dyn primer is gen-

erally used to fire it. I have often noticed that this explosive de-

tonates readily in the coldest weather.

In commenting upon the susceptibility of Lig.-Dyn, I ascribed this

to its texture, which is comparatively loose and open. Lig.-Dyn when

frozen will still explode, though not perhaps with full force. In fact,

the freezing of nitro-glycerine handicaps to some slight extent its

detonation or the detonation of its mixtures or compounds. This

is on account of the latent heat of fusion, which absorbs some of the

heat of the detonating wave, but whether these explosives will de-

tonate at all generally depends upon their state of aggregation. In

solid mass they offer "an extraordinary resistance to detonation, but if

granulated or finely divided, detonation is comparatively easy. The

explanation is that the intense vibrations of the detonator have a

thousand points of attack at which an extensive molecular disturbance

can be set up. A frozen cartridge of Kieselguhr dynamite is a type

of the resistant condition. Certain substances have a slow, harden-

ing action upon nitro-glycerine. Various resinous matters, like ordin-

ary colophony (common resin), when present as ingredients in dyna-

mites have this effect. The first No. 2 dynamites made in America

generally contained a large percentage of resin. In the course of time

the cartridges became as hard as wooden sticks, and nearly as inex-

plosive.

Sensitivene.*.". This is a complicated subject into which many

factors, both chemical and physical, enter. Every explosive may be

considered to offer a specific resistance to detonation. The most im-

portant element in this is its chemical constitution, but to go into this

would lead us into too broad a discussion. The heat of formation of

a compound is, in a general sense, a measure of its stability that is.

a measure of the energy taken as heat which must be applied to it to

bring about decomposition. I may here remark that detonation by
heat itself so applied that all parts of the explosive body are brought

to the critical temperature at the same time, is probably one of the

most perfect forms of explosion. The atoms in their increasing swing
reach the limit of stability nearly simultaneously, and the resistance

to detonation is almost nil at the moment of the "let go."

Some explosives by chemical nature are so unstable as to be of no

practical use. Such are nitrogen chloride and iodide, which even give

out heat in breaking up into their elements. These are called endo-

therms, which is equivalent to saying that they have minus heats of

formation. But instability arising from chemical constitution does

not concern us just now in a discussion of industrial high explosives.

Our first point seems to be that these when in hard, solid masses offer

great resistance to detonation, but if the masses are broken up and

finely divided, they can be readily detonated. This was illustrated

in the case of frozen nitro-glycerine and frozen dynamite. The sus-

ceptibility of Lig.-Dyns to the detonator is also related to the state

of aggregation. This has a loose, somewhat open, texture, and the

vibrations of the detonating wave can penetrate the surface and make
an effective attack. Coming now to gelatinous explosives, which from

their nature resist this form of attack, it is found that the sensitive-

ness depends upon a different property viz., the consistency. If

this is either hard or elastic they will be difficult to detonate. India-

rubber, or caoutchouc, is of known substances one of the most re-

sistant to the disintegrating action of an explosion. Cloth faced with

rubber, as noted in a previous paper, will preserve its structure when

subjected to the cyclonic action of an explosion, in which stout timber

will be completely destroyed. It is possible to make a gelatine of a

consistency closely resembling caoutchouc by gelatinising the nitro-

glycerine with an excess of nitro-cotton. Suc'h a gelatine will need

a very powerful cap for detonation. A still further excess of nitro-

cotton will give products like hard rubber or gutta-percha analagous
to cordite or ballistite, both of which are incapable of detonation in

mass.

Blasting gelatine and gelignites are by nature more insensitive

to the detonator than Lig.-Dyns. It may be laid down as a principle
that they require stronger confinement and heavier caps for full de-

tonation. Their sensitiveness, however, can be varied much in manu-

facture, as it depends chiefly upon the consistency. Soft, plastic

gelatines are more easily exploded than hard elastic ones.

The " Hake Effect." These explosives, even when made of nor-

mal consistency, are subject under conditions that are somewhat ob-

scure to a change during storage, by which they become very sensitive.

I have called this the " Hake effect
"

in honour of Mr. C. Napier
Hake, the late Inspector of Explosives for the State of Victoria a

gentleman to whom the manufacturers of gun-cotton owe several very
valuable investigations. Though this effect is well-known to dyna-
mite makers, I believe Mr. Hake to be the first man of science outside
of their ranks to make a study of it. He has made this curious and

interesting observation. If a small percentage of blasting gelatine
that has become insensitive through this effect, be reworked and
mixed with a large percentage of a fresh lot, it will infect the mass
and the re-made blasting gelatine will soon undergo the change. Some-
thing more than a mechanical effect is therefore concerned ; in fact,
an obscure form of catalytic action seems to be indicated.

The usual view taken by the manufacturer is something like this :

When a gelatine is made, a certain proportion of the nitro-glycerine
enters into a firm union with the nitro-cotton while part of it remains

C.ee, occluded as it were in the pores of the jelly. It is mainly this

free portion which gives plasticity and sensitiveness to the gelatine.

If now by a slow gelatinising action the free nitro-glycerine is taken

up by the nitro-cotton, the gelatine stiffens, becomes harder and
more elastic, and is likely to develop the " Hake effect

"
in storage.

Much depends upon the gelatinising power of the nitro-cotton.

This varies greatly, and no absolute rule has been formulated for

making it of the highest quality. Great care in the selection of the
materials and accuracy in maintaining the proportions of these as well
as the conditions of time and temperature during the processes of

manufacture, are the elements of success. The percentage of nitrogen
in the nitro-cotton is not a criterion of its gelatinising power, except
in a general way. Now, seven per cent, of one nitro-cotton may give
a gelatine of normal consistency, to obtain which would require nine
or ten per cent, of another nitro-cotton of inferior gelatinising power.
Nevertheless, it is held by some persons that it is always risky to use

so much, because they believe that time may bring about a complete
gelatinising effect even with the inferior quality. According to this

view, a high quality differs mainly from the inferior quality in being
quicker in its action. There are so many unknown factors concerned
in the

" Hake effect
"

that it is impossible to take them all into
account. One of these is the condition of storage, especially the tem-

perature. The manufacturer must make his stuff rapidly. At most,
ho can only give an hour or two to gelatinisation. His general aim
is to make the highest quality of nitro-cotton possible, to use as little

of this as will give the right consistency, and to exhaust its gelatinis-

ing powers by stimulating these with heat. He therefore gelatinises
at a high temperature. The decision, whether the gelatine, when
finished, is of the right consistency to meet the exigencies of storage
and use, should be made under uniform conditions of temperature,
summer and winter. If this point is neglected, summer-made gelatine
is 'liable, in the exigencies of service, to prove insensitive and that
made in winter is apt to develop exudation. This is the practical ob-

servation of one of the inspectors in Australia. In my limited ex-

perience, the
" Hake effect

"
is more likely to supervene if in storage

a moderate temperature prevails rather chilly than warm though
this may mean simply that heat tends to keep the gelatine sensitive.

If, however, a gelatine of normal consistency and sensitiveness which
has been stored in a comparatively high temperature, is subjected
for a few months to a low temperature, it seems to develop the
" Hake effect

"
very promptly. On the other hand, a gelatine which

threatens to develop the "Hake effect" may show normal sensitive-

ness at least for a time if transferred to a warmer climate.

Australian Conditions. These matters assume great importance in

Australia, where in every State there is a strict system of inspection,
and where storage may be unusually prolonged. The manufacturer
is, in fact, between two fires. The inspectors favour firm, elastic

gelatines in which the nitro-glycerine has been very completely taken

up by the nitro-cotton. The miners, on the other hand, prefer gela-
tines which are soft and sensitive.

A gelatine of plasic consistency, when freshly made, will generally
show in a litle while after storage a narrow line of free nitro-glycerine
along the edge of the inner fold of the wrapper. There seems to be
a strong capillary attraction along this line, probably due to the double

fold, which tends to draw out of the jelly the free nitro-glycerine near
it. If this line shows more than a trace of free nitro-glycerine, the

inspector will condemn the stuff as exuding, and order it to be re-

wrapped. If the nitro-glycerine extends into the folds, it may be

destroyed. If, on the other hand, this line is absolutely absent, then
under the conditions prevailing in the mines at the present time, the
stuff is likely to be condemned by the practical users as being insensi

live. If such a stuff is stored for many months before use, it is

likely to develop the
" Hake effect," and become very insensitive

to even a proper detonator.

The trouble arising from the inspector and the practical miner

being so far apart in their .ideas as to the right thing has been

aggravated in Australia by what I consider a false standard of sensi-

tiveness. Unfortunately, it has become the fashion to use the minimum
detonator for exploding gelatinous explosives. The miners' standard
is the No. 6 cap. If the stuff does not work with this, he condemns
it as no good. There is only one sure certificate that a gelatine will

detonate with so light a cap as this. It must have been free nitro-

glycerine in it to develop under ordinary conditions of storage, the
line along the inner fold referred to above ; but this is what the

inspector objects to. In so practical a country as Australia, it seems

strange that such a lack of co-ordination should exist. But the in-

spectors are conscientious, over-worked officials, who cannot find time
to visit the mines and confer with the mining men. If they could do

this, doubtless steps could be taken to bring the two standards into

accord. The matter is a serious one. Several thousand cases of

explosives made by conscientious manufacturers are "re-conditioned
"

and some hundreds destroyed every year. If the miner's standard
must be accepted by the manufacturer, the inspector ought not to

apply tests which were appropriate twenty years ago, but are now out
of date. The tests laid down in the Regulations were adopted when
blasting gelatine was a different thing from what it is now. The
gelatine of Alfred Nobel and his immediate successors is not in

vogue in Austral'a. The standard has been perverted. It is no
longer a slightly elastic-translucent mass, without a trace of free nitro-

glycerine on the surface, but usually a soft mushy substance with the
line of nitro-glycerine well developed, even if it is not exuding or on
the border line of exudation. If one examines the circulars issued

by Nobel himself, or by his authority, giving the properties of blast-

ing gelatine, he will find it stated that this explosive is not suited
to breaking boulders by surface action or for chambering

"
bulling

"

holes where the confinement is not good, and there are still old-

fashioned blasters who will not use it in this way. I found one such
noble old patriarch at Mount Morgan, who insisted upon having
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KiWelguhr dynamite fur [" hulling ") his holes, and got it, too. I

much surprised when 1 came to A us: ralia to lind I hat both

blasting gelatine ami gelignite were used fur
"

plastering" or breaking
iMiuldets by surtaec hla-tme.. and apparently with eood ctteet. In

fact, it h. ii to make the 'n to

explode with u'tcat power under Ilie slight eoiilinciH. few
handt'iills of damp clay plastered n\er it. ' '/,< ce

! jut* l,i guerre, The -tuff that is capable oi iloiug this

is not blasting gelatine. as Nobel and even more modern
"old fogies" like myself have mideistood and admired it. Tin 1

point
is that this d> cannot lie conferred upon it with
out sacrificing some of il i|iialities. as I hope to show later.

it savours of charlatanism to pervert a noble
iNoi !'.e from its real purpose, in order to fit it for such a

mciitri' ions SCIAI iiing |IOUH|CIS by "p
in these .lays of haml pneiimat ie drills for making

"
pop

"
holes.

The reform should begin at the I. j proper strength of
detonator should lie adopted as the ttandard
In other words, the detonator should

to suit the dei mly not be
less than .No. 7, or lietter. No. 8. In South . \fii.a. whi

live policy nas lieeil followed. No. s, i:. nearly the universal
standard. This givM the manufacturer a reasonable working n

His product need not lie so sensitive that it has to run the risk of

rejection or "
re conditioning

"
by the inspe. tm. while the latl

maintain his high standaid without either i
|

ihe maiiu:
on the one hand, or. on the other, compelling the miner, with his weak
deton.it"! equipment, to accept stuff bordering upon insensitiv.

CHAPTER IV.

Tests for Sensitiveness Open Tests Energy of Explosives Theory of Explosive Energy-
The Chemical Equation Dissociation.

Like the "proof of the pudding," the
best test of an explosive is to fire it under the conditions of use,
but this test is not always practicable, especially at the factories.

The factory is fortunate that, has even a quarry of hard rock near
at hand in which trials can be made.

Speaking gi nerally, the rifle bullet is a detonating agent for

industrial explosives. A few, such as Tonite, noiv out of date, an

explosive made of ground guncutton and barium nitrate, compressed
into hard cartridges, would resist it, but these have not found
favour in mining.

One of the earliest tests that I have adopted was to hang up a

cartridge (liin. x 4in.) by a string and blow it to pieces at, :ny,
10 paces with a shot gun. As an aside, I may say that it is easier

to hit so small an object with a shot gun than with a rifle, but

I found it, moreover, a good rough test of sensitiveness. If the

cartridge seemed to explode fully, I concluded from previous ex-

periments that it could be trusted to detonate perfectly in the

bore hole with a No. 5 cap (about 12 grains of fulminate com-

position). At that time I made only one explosive (patented under

the name of Detonite), which would resist this test. This con-

tained a nitro-cellulose made from wood fibre mixed with 68 or 70

per cent, of nitre-glycerine and a nitrate nearly the equivalent
of modern gelignite. It was a dense, rather hard dryish mass

absolutely free from exudation, with about the plasticity of moist

plug tobacco. It required a very strong detonator, which I was
fortunate enough to get from the local factory. This explosive was
more than a match in energy for the strongest dynamites of the

day, and showed good all-round qualities in use. The gelatinisa-

tion was in the cold, and gave time for the cartridge to be packed
like ordinary American dynamite. The nitro-cellulose was a good
absorbent as well as gelatinising agent for the nitro-glycerine. Not
a trace of free nitro-glycerine was ever observed in the packed
cartridge. Blasting gelatine can be made immune to the rifle bullet,

but only at the expense of its general serviceability. It is said

that a small percentage of camphor added to the composition will

have this effect.

Open Tests. The co-called "open tests" for sensitiveness made
with detonators are instructive, but the results are apt to lead to

wrong conclusions if the general principles of detonation are not

kept in mind. In 1904 I made some experiments on the Ferreira

Deep slimes dump, at Johannesburg, which illustrate some of the

properties of the gelatines in regard to detonation. The explosive

was a rather sensitive blasting gelatine, in fact, some of the car-

tridges showed signs of exudation. The site was a level stretch of

compact damp sand. A piece of timber Sin. x 9in., 24ft. long, was

laid down, and the cartridges Jin x 4in. forming a long string,

were placed on it and pressed together end to end, but without

removing the wrappers. About 18in. of damp sand taken from a

bank near by was shovelled over the string as it was formed. An

attempt was made to detonate the string from one end. Out of

about a dozen trials, in only one case did we succeed in exploding
the whole string some 20ft. in length, and this was with a No. 6

cap. The timber and the compact sand gave very good records of the

energy of the detonation in its progress along the string. The exca-

vation, which was sharply and clearly denned, reached a maximum
about 4 or 5ft. from the detonator end. Here it was about 5ft.

wide and about 3ft. deep. From this point it tapered pretty regu-

larly in both width and depth to nearly nothing at the further end.

The timber gave equally clear indications. For the first 5 or 6ft.

it was reduced to match wood and splinters. The splinters became

larger along the line, then the timber was broken into short lengths,

then into longer lengths, and at the further end a piece some 4ft.

long was barely split. In all the other trials, made some with No. 6

and some with No. 8 detonators, the detonation broke off short from

2ft. to 2ft. 6in, from the detonator.

The conclusion is that under conditions of poor confinement,
the detonating wave in gelatines is subject either to a sharp break
or to a dying out. The exact point of the break off was probably
determined by an obstruction such as an extra thickness of pap.'r
in the end cartridge fold, but it is very remarkable that this point
should have varied so little in the different experiments, as if the.

detonating impulse of the cap had something like a definite range.
The dying out or deterioration in the dctonatm:.' wave is still more
interesting in showing an enormous possible variation in the ratio
of detonation of gelatines. This phenomenon is rare, and I

fortunate in obtaining the effect in the open.

Both effects, the break-off and the dying-out, undoubtedly
obtain in rare cases, even in the bore holes, where unexploded
ridges are sometimes found, especially when a charge has not broken
to the bottom, but has left a "socket." This may be the result of

either insensitivencss in the explosive, or to the use of a defective
or inadequate detonator. This should be carefully distinguished
from another form of accident in which unexploded cartridges may
alro be found. An explosive is sometimes credited with a "socket"
and unexploded cartridges, when it is not in fault, and the foreman
or shift boss should report a cut hole" that i.--. a hole which has
not been fired normally by the detonator, but by an adjoining blast,
the rocks from which have cut the fuse. In prosecuting open
tests, I have exploded many cartridges on a sandy beach, noting
the air gaps necessary to prevent the detonation of one cartridge

by another. The most striking observations are the small excava-
tion made even by the primary cartridge, and (ho minute air gap
sufficient to break the communication of the detonation.

Another form of open test is sometimes practised. A certain

number of cartridges, say, fix l^in. x 4in., stripped of their wrap-

pers, are welded together end to end on the ground, and then the

string is fired from one end. If 4 or 5 out of the 6 explode, no
matter how, the stuff is pronounced good. If only 2 or 3 out of

the 6 explode, it is pronounced insensitive. This test has its value

in the hands of the expert, though it is remarkable for ignoring
tha conditions of the bore hole, where the wrappers are not removed,
the cartridges are not welded (it would be a good thing if they

were), and the confinement, instead of being nil, is perfect. The
objection to the test is that absolutely wrong conclusions may be

drawn from it. For under this unnatural condition of no confine-

ment, a No. 6 detonator shows as much power as a No. 7 or No. 8.

In fact, in my experience, for all tests made without proper con-

finement, the No. 6 gives generally the best results, and it is not

hard to conceive a reason for it. The column of explosive not being

confined, the portion surrounding the cap is likely to be blown away
by the action of the strong detonator, without contributing to the

creation of a normal wave in the column. Many experimenters
have noticed an effort of this kind when detonating explosives under

slight confinement, and some have concluded that a detonator may
be too strong. This conclusion is warranted when it is limited to

the conditions of the experiment, but in the bore hole where the

dissipating effect just noticed cannot take place, the detonator cannot

well be too strong. I believe that the employment of the "open
test" for sensitiveness has had much to do in Australia with fixing

the grade of detonator for gelatinous explosives so low as the No. 6

and again this has reacted upon the standard of gelatines as to

consistency.

To be fair to the older explosives companies who have had

much to do with fixing these standards, it is well to take into

account the conditions of the country with its great range of latitude

and variations of climate as well as the long storage to which explo-

sives are often subject. It may be that the " Hake effect" caused

such large losses in storage under the old standard of consistency

that they found it a choice of evils to make a soft sensitive gelatine
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less subject to this effect, although in doing so they ran counter to

the standards set by the Inspector, and have had to suffer from
occasional "reconditioning," or even total loss by exudation.

Energy and Explosives. As this is a subject which I have been

studying both practically and theoretically for thirty years, I can

talk about it pretty glibly. But it is too big a subject to be handled

in a few columns of a journal. If one attempts it, he finds him-

self in trouble. Besides, the difficulty of condensing a treatise into

so small a compass, the writer is forced to state proposition* \\hif.h

no one disputes, in the same off hand way that he states those which

his study has led him to adopt, but which may not be acceptable
as orthodox to some of his readers, lie may have strong arguments
and abundance of facts to support his views, but he cannot bring
these forward without being tiresome. He must appear to dogma-
tise when he would prefer to demonstrate.

Energy is the only thing we know to exist. Our impressions

regarding everything else are derived from the action of energy in

its varied forms upon our senses. Therefore, energy is the only

reality. All other things may be such stuff as dreams are made
of. Matter may be holes in the ether, or local condensations, or

vortices in the ether or portions of the ether carrying more or less.

or a different kind of energy from the usual, but in the last analysis
we know nothing about its constitution. As to the ether itself, its

properties surpass our comprehension. We know it has a reality,

as the vehicle and store house of the energy of the universe, but

we cannot form a conception that will cover it. A thing that is

more than a million times lighter than rarified hydrogen and yet
has an elasticity comparable with tempered steel, is too difficult

for our minds to grasp. However, I propose to avail myself of

some old-fashioned ideas which are fortunately not yet extinct. The

conception of matter as substance, distinct from energy, is one

that has grown up with and taken firm root in the human mind.

We have accumulated a moss of impressions in regard to the two.

which we consider knowledge, and we have classified and arranged
some of this and called it Science. Twenty, thirty, or even forty

years ago, our Science was more cocksure than it is to-day. We
had something we could tie to. The Conservation of Energy, the

Permanence of the Atom, the Indestructibility of Matter these

were the sheet anchors some of which seem to be dragging to-day.

Theory of Explosive Energy. For inspiration we accordingly

hark back to the good old days when we held settled notions. The
view which I have adopted in my study of explosive energy runs

something like this : Matter has a grained structure, is built up.

in fact, of atoms and molecules. The gaseous form of matter is

that in which its properties are the least complicated. The action

of heat or energy upon this form of matter is governed by simple
laws. A gas which obeys these laws with accuracy is called a

perfect gas. The conversion of solids into liquids, liquids into

vapours, and vapours into permanent gases by elevation of tem-

perature, shows a progressive approach towards this state of pefec-

tion which we believe to be attained by all gases at temperatures

sufficiently removed from their critical points. We therefore hold

that the laws of gases are applicable to the products of an explosion

provided the first condition of these laws equilibrium or uniform

distribution of the energy obtains in the products.

The law of Avogardo-Gerhardt that equal volumes of all gases

contain at the same temperature and pressure equal numbers of

molecules, as well as the hypothesis which we owe to Clausias that

the specific heats of gases in the perfect gaseous state are constant.

and the same for those containing equal numbers of atoms in thet

molecule is each, according to our view, a rigid deduction from

the ideal behaviour of gases in the perfect gaseous condition.

Explosive energy can be studied under two different aspects

depending upon whether the energy is developed without the per

formance of mechanical work or whether the development is accom-

panied or followed by the performance of mechanical work. We
have two corresponding ideal conditions :

(1) Confinement of the products at constant volume.

(2) Adiabatic expansion of the products.

Both involve the ideal conception of an "initial state" in which

the energy is fully developed. The first is fulfilled by supposing
the explosive to be fired in a closed vacuous vessel impervious to

heat, strong enough to retain the products. The second by sup-

posing the products to develop their energy fully and then to

expand so as to perform mechanical work without communication

of their heat as such to surrounding bodies.

In the first case, if the vessel be impervious to heat, the energy

will be conserved indefinitely. In practice, the greater part of the

energy will be dissipated in the form of heat communicated by

radiation and conduction to surrounding bodies. A portion of the

energy, however, will be retained. It is that which pertains to the

gaseous products in their ordinary or standard state. The portion

lost which can be directly measured is the heat of .decomposition or

heat of the reaction.

In case (2), if we suppose the expansion to be continued indefi-

nitely, the whole of the energy will be transformed into work. The

condition of indefinite expansion is irrealisable. The limit of the

expansion is fixed by the presence of a subtile medium the atmos-

phere which surrounds all terrestial objects. The pressure of the

expanding products cannot fall below the pressure of the medium.
This gives a natural limit to the work that C! .ilised.

Returning to case (1), confinement of the products to a rioted

vessel, we find that the most marked manifestation of the energy
is tho pressure on the interior walls of the vessel. This is some-
times erroneously confounded with the energy itfelf. Only a por-
tion of the energy of the products is concerned in the pressure.
This we may call the Kinetic energy. There is another portion
which is dormant so far as the dynamic effort of the gases is con-

cerned. This we may call the Internal energy. The pressure is

the intensity factor of the Kinetic energy, the capacity factor being
volume. One cannot be increased except at the expense of the

other that is, the pressure will be higher as the confining volume
is less. The Kinetic energy, however, remains constant.

When the products expand adjiabatically, it is the Kinetic

energy which performs mechanical work, but gases have this won-
derful property as the Kinetic energy is expended in work it is

replenished by drawing upon the stock of Internal energy, so that

the two diminsh together, and if the expansion could bo continued

indefinitely, the whole energy could be transferred into mechanical
work.

If we consider the work as limited by somc> condition, such
as the attainment of a certain degree of expansion by the products,
then the work done will depend upon a general principle of energy
viz., that its availability increases with its intensity factor. That
is, the higher the initial pressure or tension, the greater will be
the proportion of the energy that can be transformed into work.

The potential of an explosive is its total energy, or the dyna-
mical equivalent of the heat of decomposition, plus the energy which
the products possess in the standard state. The necessity for this

addition arises from the fact that the heat is measured from the

standard state of the products, and does not include their energy
in this state. The standard state may be taken as C. and one"

atmosphere, or, to be exact, a barometric pressure of 760mm. of

mercury, or about 216.3 pounds on the square foot.

The Available Energy or Maximum Work is that portion of the

potential which theoretically can be converted into mechanical work.

This is limited by a general condition, the presence of an atmosphere
with a definite pressure which surrounds all terrestial operations.
For a- given initial state of tension, the available energy is there-

fore that portion of the potential which can Tje converted into work

by an adiabatic expansion from the given state of tension down to

an equilibrium with the atmosphere. The available energy will be

found greater as the initial state is taken nearer the state of absolute

density of loading, or that in which the products are confined to

the volume occupied by the explosive itself. The Useful energy
or Useful work is that portion of the available energy of the pro-

duct which can be applied to any special object. It is equal to

the available energy less the dynamical equivalent of the heat lost

as such by communication to other bodies and the energy expended
in useless work.

The Chemical Equation. If we can write the chemical equation
of metamorphosis of the explosive and have at command certain

physical data, we can make an interesting study of its energy. If

we write the gas?eous products in molecules, double the exponents.
and place the figures above the corresponding symbols and also

write the molecular masses below the symbols in both members of

the equation, it will facilitate our study. We can take these masses

in any units we please, grammes, pounds, etc. If we take them in

Criths, the figures above the symbols will represent units of volume

in the standard state a crith being the mass of hydrogen corre-

sponding to the unit volume. The French crith is .0896 grammes,
the mass of a litre of hydrogen at C. and 760mm. The British

crith is .005592 pounds the mass of one cubic foot under the same

conditions. In this way we can readily calculate that one pound
of nitro-glycerine will give 11.423 cubic feet of gas when the pro-

ducts are cooled down to C., and are under one atmosphere of

pressure. The study being theoretical, we take water (H 2 0), which

is one of Ihe products as a gas in this state that is, we apply

Avogadro's law as though all the products were perfect gases. This

volume, 11.423 cubic feet corresponding to one pound, may be called

V, the specific volume.

To calculate the heat of decomposition, we must have the heat

of formation of the explosive itself if it is a chemical compound,
or the heat of its several elements if it is a mixture. We must

also have the heats of formation of the products. By adding the

heats of each member of the equation together, and deducting the

sum for the first member from that of the second, we get the heat

of decomposition, H. Dividing this by the molecular mass of the

explosive, we get the heat h for one unit of mass. The thermo-

chemists do not agree exactly in the experimental determinations of

heats. According to the researches of McNab and Ristori, the heat

of decomposition of one unit of nitro-glycerine (H 2
taken gaseous

as it should be in energy calculations) is 1535 heat units. Relying

upon earlier experiments, I have usually taken it lower in my cal-

culations, viz., about 1483 units. The heat unit is the specific heat

of water. Theoretically, this is taken at its maximum density, so

that there is no internal work done by expansion during the rise

of temperature 1 C.
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The potential _;y for unit of mass i*

!: J.T.kv. -I.t.kv. + J.27;i, kv.,

in which J
(i >nour of Dr. ,loule. of .Man, h..

is the dynamical e,|ni\ it unit (a

degrees, when tlir unit ol pound, this is about 1396 foot-

pounds); T is tin- absolute initial tcmpc- tin- explosion.
t i> 11 C. and kv. is the mean sp
heat (at con.-tant volume) of tin' products. The eneigy due to the

heat is J.t.kv. I be - nergy of the products in the Man, lard state

i J.273, kv.

b 11

T = t + 273deg. t or , in which h is the heat for

kv. K\.

one unit of mass (we take this as one pound) and II the heat of

the reaction. kv. is the mean spe. itic heat and Kv. is the total

specific heat of the products of the reaction.

Considering the case of confinement at constant volume, the

Kinetic energy Ek. of the products in such a state is equal to

3

PV, in which, for the purpose of simplifying calculation, P is

2

taken as the pressure when the products are confined to V, the

specific volume. P can be readily calculated from the formula

h
P = ( +1) 211G.3

273k v

in which P ii; taken as the pie- sure on the square foot for the unit

of mass, one pound detonated in the specific volume of the products

expressed in cubic feet. The term within the parenthesis is the

pressure in atmosphere, the whole term is the pressure in pounds-.
As denned in foot-pounds the Kinetic energy is independent of any
conditions except that unit mass (1 pound) shall be considered

and the volume to which the products are confined shall be ex-

pressed in cubic feet. The product PV is constant. If the gases
are confined to a smaller or laiser volume, the pressure is corre-

spondingly increased or decreased according to Boyle's law.

Considering equal volnnus, th.> Kinetic energies of nil pases

are the Fame at equal temperatures. The total energy which is

proportional to the ;|ie'i!r heal or energy that is, the increment

corresponding to 1 degree of temperature, depends upon the number

of atoms in the molecule. If we take the specific heat of a diatomic

gas as the standard of measure that is, unity the specific heat of

a triatonvc gas ui h as C0 2 or H 2 will be 1 that of a tetratomic

gas such NH, will be 2, and so on. A monatomic gas which is

rare in explosion products has the same Kinetic energy as the

others, but there being no interatomic energy the Kinetic is its total

energy, and is proportional to its specific heat. Referred to the

diatomic standard, this is 0.615.

The specific heat kv. hydrogen is 2.422. This is the specific

heat of unit mass, and also the specific heat of the volume corre-

sponding to unit mass. Volumes equal to this of all other diatomic

gases have the same specific heat 2.422. This gives us a ready

means of calculating from the data furnished by the chemical

equation, the total specific heat of the products or their mean

specific heat. We take the volumes (figures written over the sym-

bols) and reduce them first to the diatomic standard, and multiply

their sum by 2.422. In the case of nitro-glycerine the volumes are

14.5 reduced to the diatomic standard, they add up 20. This mul-

tiplied by 2.422 gives 48.44, the total specific heat Kv. for 227 units

227 being the molecular mass of nitro-glycerine. The mean specific

43.44

heat kv is - - = 0.2134 nearly.
227

The specific heat sve have so far used is that at constant volume

kv. This is the true specific heat because no work is done. It is

therefore the real increment of energy for 1 degree of temperature.

There is another specific heat that at constant pressure, kp. This

is larger because part of the energy is expended in the work of

expansion of the gas against the constant pressure during the rise

of temperature of 1 degree. The difference between the two is the

work of this expansion. Hence we have the fundamental equation

PoVo
(A) kp. kv = -

J.273

in which Po is the standard pressure on the unit of surface, Vo

1

the specific volume of unit of mass, - - is the increment of volume
273

for 1 degree in temperature, and J the dynamical equivalent of the

heat unit. This is introduced to reduce the mechanical work to its

heat terms.

In my calculations I have taken Po = 2116.3 pounds as the

standard atmospheric pressure on the square foot, and J = 1395.846

foot pounds.

Equation (A) gives us a means of calculatin heat

kp.
if we know the other, and also the ratio = y a very important

kv.

quantity in thermodynamics, and also in the stud\ ,sive

energy.

Applying equation (A) to hydrogen, in which Vo, the specific
volume of unit ma^s 1 pound is equal to 178.-,SL'7 we
find kp. = 3.41514, when kv. is taken as -J.42J, and the ratio
kp.
- = y is equal to 1.410049. This ratio is the same for all diatomic

kv.

gases. It is usually tak.n as 1.41. Another useful element
in our calculations is It, the ratio of the whole energy of a gas to
its Kinetic argy. According to the Kinetic tl> \ o) ga SB, the
molecules are in rapid motion, which is augmented by a rise in

temperature. When a gas confined at constant volume receives a
certain amount of heat, the increase in its energy may be taken
as the dynamical equivalent of the heat. All of this energy (except
in monatomic gases) does not take the Kinetic form, or that due
to the motion of the molecules as entities. A part, takes the form
of Internal enemy, or that due to the motion of the parts of the
molecules with reference to their respective centres of mass. There
is a constant conversion of one form into the other due to collision
between the molecules, but in a perfect gas the relation between
them tends to a constant value at all temperatures.

We saw that the Kinetic energy Ek in any state is expressed
3

by Ek = - PV, the total energy E of the gas or gaies is there-
2

3

fore E = flPV.
2

The fraction of the energy which takes the form of Internal
energy is larger as the molecule is the more complicated. All gases
having the same number of atoms to the molecule have the same
ratio between the two energies. The ratio of the specific heats,

kp.
= y is also dependent upon the number of atoms in the mole-

kv.

cule. For a monatomic gas this ratio is 1.

For all ga;es except monatomic the relations which these ratios

bear to each ether and to the number of atoms in the molecule are

given in the following equations :

1 + 0.41 2

Y = B =
3(y

-

N
Htnce B = in which N is the number of atoms to the

1.23

molecule.

These ratios can be computed not only for a single gas, but for

any given mixture of gases such as the products of an explosive.
In this case the specific neats are mean or average quantities, and
N is the average number of atoms to the molecule.

The experimental determination of the specific heats of gases is

very difficult. We owe the most reliable measures to the skill of

Regnault, who determined the specific heat at constant pressure of
various permanent gases. The most interesting method of getting

kp.
the ratio of the specific heats is from the velocity of sound in

kv.

the gas. This is based upon the Laplace formula, in which the

velocity is shown to be proportional to the product of this ratio

and the square root of the pressure divided by the density. The
practical method is due to Kundt a long glass tube filled with the

gas also contains lycopodium dust or very fine sand. By creating
sustained sound waves in the tube of a definite note or pitch, the

wave length, which is proportional to the velocity, is defined by
the disposition of the dust which gathers at, the nodes. The velocity
can be compared with the corresponding velocity in air, for which

kp.
= 1.41. It was in this way that mercury vapour was shown

kv.

to have the ratio 1.666 by Ktindt and Warburg, and more recently

Argon and Helium were declared to be monatomic on the came

ground.

Diftociation. One of the stumbling blocks in the theory of ex-

plosive energy is dissociation of the gaseous products by heat.

When an explosive is fired in a closed vessel and an attempt is

made to measure the maximum temperature attained, the actual

temperature as determined by the rough means at our command (we
have no scale that can be relied upon) is found to be much lower

than the theoretical or that which we compute from the heat of de-

composition (which we can measure accurately), and the mean
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normal specific heat of the products. The French school of expeii
menters, of which the great Berthelot was the head. i^encnslK-
over the difficulty by supposing that the specific heats of the g;
increase with the temperature, and even empiric formulas have hem
proposed to calculate the actual temperatures. There is a better

explanation viz., dissociation of the products by heat. Practic:
it makes little difference so far as the actual temperature is

cerned, whether the heat is rendered latent in this way or by an
increasing absorbing capacity in the products due to increase of

specific heat, but from the point of view of theory one explana-
tion strikes at its root while the other is in accordance with it.

Beyond a few hundred degrees centigrade we have no scale of

temperature that is authentic. The air thermometer, through a
limited range, has been proved very correct by Joule and Thompson
(afterwards Lord Kelvin), by an appeal to thermodynamical prin-
ciples, which are independent of the properties of any particular
substance. The melting points of the refractory metals such as

jjold, iron, platinum, etc., which have been used to determine tho

temperature of fired gunpowder and other explosives, are merely
uncertain guesses. Thus the melting point of platinum varies

according to different authorities from 1460 to '2.">34 degrees C.

In the Journal of the American Chemical Society, I published,
some 13 years ago, a short paper entitled, "Argon an ideal ther-
mometrical substance." Air is composed of two diatomic gases,
and theoretically it is subject at high temperature to thermolysis
or dissociation by heat. Argon, according to the Kinetic theory,
is a monatomic gas and not subject to this. If some skilled ex-

perimentalist would take this gas and construct a ther-
mometer of it, its expansion under constant pressure,
or increment of pressure at constant volume, would give us a scale
of temperature that would be absolutely authentic if the Kinetic

theory can be relied upon. The Kinetic theory is only a working
hypothesis to explain the behaviour of matter in the gaseous state.

I have taken it as one of the guides in my study. In this I have
been following in the footsteps of such men as Joule, Kelvin.
Maxwell and Clausing.

1 '' considerable time to the study of dissociation or
hermolysis as one of the most important elem, , sound
theory

_

of explosive energy. lj y running i s briefly as follows :-
fee decomposing agent in nature. Every ga, containingmore than one atom to the molecule is

ntbjetf to thermolysis or
decomposition by heat.

When a gas is heated a portion of the energy takes the form
of Kinetic energy or movement of the molecules as entities Thiscan have no tendency to decompose them. Another portion is mn -

verted into internal or interatomic energy, which consists in the
motions of the parts of the molecules. We believe that the de
composing influence of the heat lies in this portion of it This idea
is supported by common observation. In a general way it is known

the insceptibility .if a -as to thermolysis in ,th its

complexity or number of atoms to the molecule, which accordin-
to the Kinetic theory also increases the internal energy Since a
gas generally produces by its formation a heat sufficient to partly
dissociate it, it follows that the complete and instantaneous forma-
tion of a gas without cooling of the products of the chemical action
s an ideal thing impossible of attainment. We therefore indnl"e
the conception of a certain percentage of dissociation which Is
no.-mal to the formation of the gas. This "normal dissociation'"'
depends upon the ratio between the interatomic energy imd the
whole energy or upon the molecular constitution. Following cer-
tain relations deduced from the Kinetic theory, I have been able
to propose formulas for the normal amount of' di--.:, i.,tion in both
triatomic. and diatomic gases and in a mixture of the two, and
have tested these formulas in the case of detonating gaseous mix-
tures such as a hydrogen and oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine car-
bonic oxide and oxvgen, etc., in which the pressure can be
accurately measured. The pressure calculated from the dissociated
system shown by the formulas gives a close agreement with that
found experimentally.

In the next paper I propose to give some calculations as to the
available energy of several explosives.

CHAPTER V.

Available Energy Some Calculations for Nitro-glycerine Diagram of Available Energy of
Nitro-glycerine when the Expansion is from the Specific Volume of the Products Tables for

Several Explosives, Showing Dependence of Available Energy upon Density of

Loading Available Energy as Affected by Dissociation.

1'h.e. Available Energy oj an Explosi-re . This is the part of the
total energy which theoretically can be converted into external
mechanical work. So long as the explosive is confined to constant
volume no work in this sense is done. To study the available

energy, let us conceive an initial state in which the energy is fully

developed, and then suppose the gases to expand without gain or
loss of heat as such till the pressure is reduced to that of the

atmosphere. This is the maximum work which the products ex-

panding from the given initial state can do under terrestial condi-

W
tions. The efficiency of the explosive is in which W is the

E
available energy or maximum work, and E is the total energy or

W
potential. The efficiency calculated to the heat is

, in which Jh
Jh

is the dynamical equivalent of the heat.

The work of adiabatic expension may be calculated in several
different ways. One is by integrating a differential expression for
the work Pdv. A simple method is suppled by the equation

(1) W = KvJ (T" T-")

in which T' is the initial and T-" is the final absolute temperature.
and Kv the mean specific heat of the gas or gaseous mixture. The
initial energy is KvJT', the final energy is KvJT'', and the woik

h
is the difference between them. T' = 273 +

kv.

T-" the final absolute temperature is obtained from the relation

,
in whichT-i

~
constant, whence T" T' (

-
P jr p'

kp p"
y = - and - is th ratio of the final to the initial pressure.

p'kv

If we take these pressures in atmospheres (p'-'
=

1) and
suppose the products in the initial state to be confined to their specific

T'
volume, p-' the intial pressure is equal to

, and we have therefore
273

273 y=l .J73 .,-,

T" = T' ( )
y and (2) W = KvJ ( T' T '

( )
~T

We have another expression for the work as the difference
between the initial and final energies. The kinetic energy in any

3
state is equal numerically to of the rectangle of the pressure and

2

volume. D being the ratio of the whole energy to this energy, the
S 3

total energy will be B pv. From which we have (3) W = B
2 2

( plv
J

pUifJ' ).

V*" is easily obtained since py = constant in adiabatic expansion.
In this formula W being in foot-pounds, p' and p-" are expressed
in pounds, v* and vJJ in cubic feet.

In paper No. 4 I showed how the ratio y and B could be ob-
tained from the number of atoms to the molecule of the gas or

average number to the molecule in a gaseous mixture.

We now give some of the element* in the calculation for nitro-

glycerine. The data obtained from the chemical equation of meta-
morphosis are as follows :

227 British criths give 14.50 cubic feet.

1 pound gives 11.423 cubic feet = V-' the specific volume.

H B 336.550 heat units.

h =
H

22T

= 1482.6 heat units.

Kv -- total for 227 units = 48.44 (using 2.422 as the atomic
heat of hydrogen).
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48.44

kv mran - = 0.21339.

227

336.650

t rise in temp. = - - = 6047
r
.77.

48.44

T' the initial absolute temp. = t + 273 = 7220.77.

7220.77

!";> initial pressure in atmospheres = = 26.4497.

273

p' initial pressure in pounds = p-'a x 2116.3 = 65975. 6.

kp mean = 0.276823.

kp
- = y = 1.29728.

kv
2

a = -- = 2.2427.

3(y i)

jputing the work first by equation (2)

273 y-i
) y-1

^V =
(
T' T' ( )

v
)
kv J, in which = 0.229156, we

(
T' ) y

273 y-i

have 1" = T' ( )
y = 3409. the final temp., and W =

T'

1,135.385 foot poundi.

JtJB

Theoretical

AVAILABLE ENERGY
OF

THE PRODUCTS OF

N I TRO -GLYCERIN
Spec-Volume.

BV-GY26vriiial Pressure matns.-V'

CX-OS- i Final Pi essuTC'" -P"

(Spec\ol) W<*J Vol V

SC= OX ="/'>> Iiriil Vol V
.M

StandariS!it{=J/3p.v 3 p OSAV
*

jJ-t*..
. Iniful Stile - fJJfVwlJS SVBV

<t**'^

7. Final 5fAteifPv*i^p
osc*

Wor/C = VBCX **r f3(?'v'-P"v'P

Work" also =

Axis of Volumes (Cubic .feel)

By formula (3) we have W = li ( p'v' p"v" ), in which
2

p' == 55975.5 v' = 11.423 cubic feet, p-" = 2116.3 pounds, we

obtain v" from p-'v'y = p"v y.

v" = 142.64 cubic feet, the final volume.
3

Initial or total energy B \i"v"
= 2,150,836 foot pounds.

2

3

Final energy B p"v" = 1,015,433 foot pounds.
2

Difference or work \V = 1,135,403 foot pounds.

The difference between the two calculations for the value of W
is 18 foot pounds.

The mechanical equivalent Jh of the heat = 2,069,480 foot

pounds.

The efficiency calculated to the heat = 54.86 per cent.

Calculated to the potential or total energy = 52.79 per cent.

Diagram. We have illustrated the available energy of niwo-

glycerine under the condition ol expansion of the products from
their specific volume by a diagram (see Fig. 1). The work durinn
adiabatic expansion equal to the available energy ni..l.'j the condi-

tions, is represented by the area enclosed in heavy lines Vlil'X. The
am is made self-explanatory.

It must be kept in mind that this calculation of available energy
is strictly theoretical even dissociation of the products being ignored.

So far, in computing the work, we suppose the adiabatic expan-
sion to start from the state represented by p'v' (see point B in the

diagram), v' is the specific volume of the products. To make tho

diagram clear, we may first suppose the products to possess this

volume in the standard state (point A), and that the heat h i>

applied to them. Then, by the laws of gases, the products having
a certain specific heat kv (at constant volume) will have their tem-

perature increased a certain number of degrees t, and this will give
a certain increase of pressure p = AB. Now t being increased by
standard absolute temperature 273, and p being increased by the

standard pressure (1 atmosphere), we get T' and p', the absolute

temperature and the pressure in the state of maximum development
of eneigy (point B). We have called this the potential, also the

initial energy. The product p'v' (point B) also defines the same
i

energy since this is equal to B p'v'.
2

The isothermal through the point defined by p'v' (B) when

indefinitely extended in both directions defines all the states in which
the products would have this initial energy or potential. We will

call this the potential isothermal. We can begin the adiabatic

expansion from any point on the potential isothermal. The available

energy will vary accordingly. It will be the greater the higher the

initial tension.

In our calculation we have taken the initial tension as p' cor-

responding to v' the specific volume, in which case T" = T'

32 T- 1 P" y_ri

( ) y' generally T" = T' ( ) y . The final tempera
T' p'

ture, therefore, diminishes, and the work increases as the initial

pressure is the greater. The available energy approaches the poten-
tial in value as the initial pressure increases or the initial volume i

taken smaller. The limit of increase is fixed by the absolute pres-

sure of the explosive. The initial pressure depends upon the

density of charge, and the limit is fixed by the density of the explo-
sive. When the explosive is detonated in its own volume, we have

the highest possible pressure, which mny be called the absolute

pressure.

The greater the initial tension the less the final volume and

final temperature. These principles can be best illustrated by

examples. We therefore consider the work of nitro-glycerine at

different densities of loading.

The figures already obtained apply when the initial volume of

the adiabatic expansion is the specific volume of the products.

Making similar calculations for adiabatic expansion from unit

volume (in which case the initial pressure may be called the specific

pressure), we have

p' = 639,409 pounds.
v" = 1 cubic loot.

T' = 7220.77 (this is constant).

p" = 2116.3 pounds (this is constant).
v/' = 82.76 cubic feet.

T" - 1951.

Available energy W = - = 73 per cent, of potential.

For the initial state of confinement of the products to the volume

occupied by the explosive itself giving the absolute pressure (sine*

100 pounds of nirto-glycerine occupy very exactly one cubic foot).

we have

P' = 63,940,900 pounds.V = 0.01 cubic foot.

T' and P" the same as before.

V" = 28.41 cubic feet.

T'' = 680.

Available eneigy W = 90.6 per cent of potential.

We fee from this that the theoretical limit for W which correspond*

to initial absolute pressure is about 91 per cent, of the potential.
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The accompanying tables give the available energies of six

explosives, considered under three conditions of initial confinement.

viz., at the specific volume of the products, at unit density of loading

(V -.--

1), and at absolute density. The mass of explosive consi-

dered in each case is -one pound. Table No. 1 gives the element*

of fhe calculations, potential, initial temperature, mean specific heat

of the products, the ratios of y and B and the density of the explo-

sive, which in this sense is the number of pounds occupying one

cubic foot. The other tables give the initial pressure, the initial

volume, the final temperature, final volume, final energy, available

energy or work done, also the efficiency Calculated to the potentialW
. The fourth table also gives the efficiency calculated to th

E
W

hest .

Jh

TABLES.
Available energies of different explosives expanding adiabaticalljr

from different initial states down to atmospheric pressure, assuming
that the initial energy is the potential :

TABLE I. ELEMENTS OF THE CALCULATION.
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Though based entirely upon a theoretical consideration of the

siilij
1 both interesting and instinctive.

To i" i high ex-

plosive considered tli.it. iLjnoiing dissociation, the a\ai!ab

when it. is detonated at specific volume is about ."id per rent.; at unit

:y nf loa.. 'lit.. wllK able

energy is about ;t. of the total . Miial.

The- first condition is theoretical. Tin- second one pound de-

tonated in a cubic foot of
space

is very light charging. The third
i :ion -one pound confined to its own volume is always approached,

and often reached in prai tieal work. Hereafter, in referring to tin-

aval' y. unless otherwise .specified, wo shall consider this

the condition of confinement.

The list of e.xplusi'.. led to give as great a range to

nts as possible thus t ho total enei'LV of mercury fulminate* is

less than one fourth that of nitroglycerine. Its absolute pressure
(the

greatest
of all explosives) is 3J- times that of No. 5 the Am.
No. 2, while its specific volume is less than one third

of that of No. 5, and its density is 4J times as great.

Mennrv fulminate excels all other explosives in efficiency under

the i litions. It owes this partly to the simplicity of its

products, but chiefly to their great initial tension.

It will be noticed that in the last table (No. IV.), there are two

ate calculations for this explosive. We have already state. I

the general law that the available energy is limited by the iso!

of the atmosphere, and no: by I he standard isothermal, 273. Gen-

erally in adiabatic expansion, the pressure of the products reaches

an equilibrium with the pressure of the surrounding medium (illti.S

pounds on the sq. foot) before their temperatuir i< reduced to the

absolute temperature, of ti:e medium 273. If we assume that the

expansion continues to be strictly adiabatic (for instance, that a

lion conducting substance separates the products from the medium),
the general law is correct in every case. It therefore appears that

under this condition mercury fulminate is capable of cooling its

products below the standard temperature of the atmosphere. In

this, it appears to be unique. However, it would be too much to say
mi other explosive possesses this power, since one of the others' in

the table. No. 5 --the Nit. Am. Mixture No. 2. all but reaches this

temperature. Th<se two explosives preMMit, in some respects, a

cnled contrast, one having the greatest, the other the least specific
volume in the table. These two are the most efficient in converting

ito work, each giving 100 per cent.

Ignoring dissociation, it appears that all high explosives are

capable of converting from 9-1 to 100 per cent, of the heat into

work, so that they do not differ much in this regard. There is a

law of compensation here which is easy of comprehension. The
ctlicieiicy. other things being equal, is the greater as the specific
volume is larger and the products simpler. The efficiency is also

increased by a higher initial tension. As a genera! rule complex
products, while lessening the efficiency according to the first con-

sideration, increase it according to the second by giving greater heat
and consequently greater initial tension.

Comparing the final volumes V" (Table IV.) with specific vol-

umes V (Table II.). it will be noticed that nitroglycerine nearly
trebles the specific volume of its products before their pressure is

reduced to that of the atmosphere. Guncotton adds 50 per cent,

only to the specific volume of its products. The ammonium nitrate

mixture No. 2 just reaches its specific volume, while

the fulminate ifalls notably short of this amount
of expansion. These, figures help to explain, the dif

ferent actions of various explosives. An explosive with a high
initial tension which yields up its available energy within narrow
limits of expansion is essentially intense and shattering in its effects.

If the action is intensified by a rapid rate of detonation, we uet

the characteristics of a fulminate. Fnlminnt" of mercury strikes

a short but intense blow. Its high initial tension is chiet'y due to

its great density. Its potential is small. Nitroglycerine combines
immense energy, a high initial tension with great length of stroke.

Guncotton is very intense (more so than appears from the table, on
account of its great speed of detonation). Its energy is great, and
its stroke only moderately long.

We pause to note that the maximum pressure is given by mercury
fulminate, nearly 65 million pounds on the square foot, or 450.000

pounds on the square inch. That of nit ro glycerine is, theoretically,

nearly as high, but this must be diminished something like one half

by dissociation. The other is approximately correct; dissociation

will not lessen it more than, say. 10 per cent, as a guess.

Arailatile Energy as Afffted l>y ftittodation. So far we have

ignored dissociation in considering the available energy. The gene-
ral effect of dissociation will be to lessen this so that the figures we
have obtained are too high. Nevertheless, these figures as they
stand have a value as a limit. For at least one explosive in the list,

the fulminate, they may be taken as approximately correct. When
this is closely confined it probably converts at least 90 per cent, of

its heat into work. No other explosive yields up its energy so com-

pletely and within such narrow limits of expansion. Its energy,

however, is very small.

Generally dissociation will have two opposite tendencies first,

by lessening the initial tension, it will reduce the available energy,
but it will simplify the products and thus render them more efficient

in converting a given amount of energy into work. The latter effect

will erbalance the iir.-t. however, and in all cam the avail
able elleivy will be reduced by dissociation. 'I'll. , , n can no-

idered ;1 d. incfl the heat or part of it, (that
rendered latent by dissociation) will be received during the expan
sion and cooling ( jf the prodi;.

If. however, we could know the initial state (defined on a din-

by a point having i idinates pressure and volume) and
I draw the adialiatic for this initial state, then the work so de-

fined would be an inferior limit for the available energy just as that
i'ated (or determined graphically} for the potential initial

would be a superior limit. The real curve defining the states through
which the products passe, I in reaching an equilibrium with the nt-

,'here. would lie. for the greater p.rt of its comse. between tl

two adiabatics. However, in the lower part of its course it .will

intersect the potential adiabatic and give a greater final volume than
is to the latter.

We can state the case in the form of a general equation. Sup-
pose. for simplicity, that in the final state of the expansion the pro-
ducts are those given in the chemical equation of metamorphosis that
is. dissociation is absent in this state. This is highly probable from
the values of the final temperatures given in Table 4, and although
these do not govern the case, the real temperatures being higher, the
supposition is still justifiable.

Let K lie the potential.

F' be the initial active energy developed.

Then K - E' -
I/, in which I/ is the energy rendered latent h\

dissociation in the initial state which energy is also the sum of t'he

energies received by the products during expansion. Let E" bo the
final energy of the products in the expansion.

Then E" = E' + L' - W ;

Or E" + W = E.

That is, if dissociation is absent in the final state of the expan-
sion the potential is still developed, and this is divided between the
work done and the final energy.

The expansion being no longer adiabatic, we cannot calculate
the final energy or the work. The general effect of dissociation will
be to Increase the final energy at the expense of the work more
work will be done at lower tension and less at higher. In the ex

3

pression for the final energy, D p'-'v'f, the final pressure is fixed
2

at one atmosphere ; /? is peculiar to the products of the explosive
(dissociation by hypothesis being absent in the final state), the final

energy can therefore only be increased by increasing the final

volume v '*.

Again in the expression for the final energy, J. kv T-", J. is

a constant, and kv is peculiar to the products (being independent
of dissociation unless monatomic products are present, which is

unlikely in tho final state) ; the final energy, as dependent upon
these elements, can only be increased by increasing the final tem-

peratures.

We illustrate these principles by making a calculation for the
adiabatic expansion of nitro-glycerine, assuming that in the initial

state (absolute density of loading V = 0.01 cubic feet), there is a
dissociation of one-half the triatomic products (given in the normal

equation of metamorphosis) into diatomic products. Of course
there is no authority for this particular amount of dissociation. It

is taken merely as an illustration, and also great enough as we
think to furnish an inferior limit for the work.

The products under this supposition would be as follows :

3 2', 2H 32', 2H

1 JH,0 + l\\\,

3J ==]".} vol

;
< >

.

Now supposing there is an adiabatic expansion from this

initial dissociated state, the elements of the calculation would be

as follows :

The heat developed per unit of mass, h' = 716.2.

Tha heat energy, Jh' = 999,692 ft. Ibs.

The initial energy, E' = 1,081,008 ft. Ibs.

The heat energy rendered latent by dissociation, L' = 1,069,788

ft. Ibs.

The spec. vol. of the products = 13.39 cubic feet.

The corresponding pressure = 28,134 pounds.

Tho initial temperature T' (absolute) = 3629.

The rectangle of pressure and volume pv = 382,317.

kp
The ratio = y = 1.3537.

kv

The ratio B = 1-885,
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Making the calculation for the adiabatic expansion, we have

V
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CHAPTER VI.

Useful Work General Principle for Hard Rock Bank Blasting Classification of Explosives
Tests for Energy Quinan Crusher Gauge Work in the Mortar.

Useful Work. This is defined in paper No. 4 as that portion
of the available energy of an explosive which can be applied to a

spenal object. It is equal to the available energy less the dynamic al

equivalent of the heat lost as such by communication to other bodies
ami thi- energy expended in nselrs- work. It is therefore dependent
in a ,iv upon tin- available energy. From our calculations

of available energy or maximum work we reach the conclusion

whi.h. howiver, is hardly of more than theoretical interest that

it increases as the atmospheric pressure is lower.

If we designate tin- potential or total cneigy of the explosive

by E, the available energy by \Va. and the final energy, when the

I
refill e of the products has n-.n-hed an equilibrium with that of

the atmosphere by Ef, our theory of available energy may be

expressed as follows :

\Va = E - Ef

This simple formula applies whether dissociation be con

cidered or not. If we take it into consideration, Ef is larger and

\\a smaller than the theoretical values. If dissociation be absent

in the final state of thj products, Ef represents both the active and

the total energies of the products, these quantities being the same.

If dissociation be present in the final state, then Ef represents the

total energy that is the sum of the active and latent energies.

In the following discussion we will suppose \Va to have the

practical value due to dissociation. The available energy or maxi-

mum woik has been calculated under a condition which cannot be

practically realised, namely, that no energy is lost by communica-

tion of heat as such to surrounding bodies, during the expansion
of the products. If we denote the energy so lost by Jh, this gives

us one element to be subtracted from the available energy. Making
this allowance, we have

W = Wa - Jh.

This value W is realised in one form or another of mechanical

work.

In regard to the lots of heat as such, we can arrive at some
idea of its magnitude by the following course of reasoning. Other

things being equal, it will be greater as the temperature of the

products is the higher, and we might therefore conclude that ex-

plosives, which depend chiefly for their energy upon high tempera-
tures (class 1) are subject to a greater loss than explosives which

are energetic chiefly by reason of the great volume of their pro
ducts (class 2) ; but it will not do to jump at conclusions. There

are several other factors concerned in the loss of heat, the chief

ones being the conductivity of the surrounding bodies and the time

of contact. In detonating explosives, this time is usually very

thort. For instance, when nitro-glycerine is detonated in contact

with wood, the wood is generally reduced to minute splinters, but

there is rarely the slightest sign of charring, though this only

requires a temperature of about 350 C. Moreover, there is a law

of compensation which justifies us in believing that in the ordinary

case the lose is not only small, but that it is something like equal
for different explosives. Explosives of class 1 having high tem-

peratures are generally much quicker than those of class 2.

Without great error, we can therefore neglect the loss of heal'

and write

W = Wa
A part of this is not generally useful ; for instance, the portion

expended in displacing large masses of the surrounding air is

ordinarily wasted.

If we denote by U the useful energy and by Wx the energy ex-

pended in all other kinds of work not useful in the particular case,

we have

U = Wa - Wx

We are compelled to treat the subject in this general way
because the useful work of an explosive is a chameleon-like thing,
which varies with every different application. What is useful work
in one case is useless work in another. The noise made by an

explosive is generally its most useful effect, but in firing salutes

this is the only useful work accomplished by it.

Sometimes in hard rock when the explosive is not intense-

enough or is not properly stemmed, it will blow out the tamping and

expend the greater part of its energy uselessly, through the bore-

hole. But this action is the useful one if we desire to give motion
to a projectile.

Mechanical work, like every other form of energy, is made up of

two factors intensity and capacity. The intensity factor is the

resistance the capacity factor is the path. The first determines

whether or not the action takes place the second measures its

extent. By offering a lesistance greater than the intensity of the

explosive in every direction but one, \\c may compel it to perform
its work chiefly in that elii ection. This is the cardinal principle
of K j n construction, and is also utihs.d to ' certain extent in

Id stini,'. The blast r locates his charge, if possible, to that the
line of least resistance is not through the tamping, but in some other

dirictioi'. so ;,s to get a maximum disruption and displacement of

rock.

It the resistance has great intensity, a very small path may
involve gieat work work being the product of the two. Intense

cxplosiv s d -vclop intense resistances, and consequently tend to short

paths in mechanical work.

We have already shown in discussing available energy that each

explosive has its peculiar characteristics in regard to intensity and
path, and also how fir any explosive one factor can be increased

only at the ex|ense of the other: as the initial ti nsion is higher,
the final volume of the products is lessened.

Th< selection of an explosive is mainly determined by the inten-

sity of the resistance to be overcome hard, tough rock demands an
intense expksive.

Gene/a' I'rim-ip'r for Html Rock. In regard to useful work in
hard lock, a gcneial principle can be deduced from our formula.

U = Wa Wx
We see that gene ally U is the greater, as Wa, the available

energy is the greater. For every explosive Wa increases as the
initial tension is h :

gher or as the d.nsity of charge increases. There-
fore the careful blaster compresses his charge into the smallest

possible compass in the bottom of the borehole, and secures it with
a tamping packed tight and hard to the mouth of the hole. Ex-
peiience has taught him that "the better the tamping the better
the b'ast."

This is the ordinary case of blasting in hard rock. The object
is to expend th? available energy on the rock itself that is, to per-
form as much work locally and at as high resistance as possible.
The work expended outside of the sphere of the blast, either in pro-
jecting fiagmen!s of rock or in giving motion to the atmosphere, is

wasted energy.

In this srecial case, the shorter the path (this corresponds to
the final volume of the products in our previous discussion) the less
ene gy is wasted. This path is shortened by increasing the initial

tension.

liank Blii~-t nij. There are rases, however, in which it is neces-

siry for the gases to work over a longer path. Although the avail
able energy is lessened thereby, the useful work is increased. In
bank b'astini, where large masses of earth and loose rock or gravel
are to be broken up and displaced, if the charge expends its energy
at high tension in the interior of the mass, we will get a small ex-

pansion of the gases, and the mass will not be broken up nor moved
as desired, and the blast will be a fai'.ure.

For this sort of blasting intense explosives are not desirable.
Blastii g powder (especially that made with sodium nitrate base)
has been used with good effect, but still better is a class of de-

tonating explosives that has been specially developed fcr the work.
Th se explosives, which are peculiar to the United States of

America, a 'e essentially low dynamites usually containing about 5

per cent, of nitro-glycerine.

When moderate charts are to be used, as in the progressive
destruction of a bank of eirth, the drilling is done from the top.
A <hambe"r at the bottom of the drill hole is made by firing a small

charge of dynamite without tamping. This chamber is filled loosely
with the low grade explosive.

When a large mass of material is to be moved or broken up by
a single great b'ast, a tunnel is run into the hill and a T is cut

at the end to hold the charge. Generally speaking, close confine-

m nt of the charge itself or great density of loading is not necessary
in fact, would injure the efficiency of the blast. The tunnel,

however, is carefully closed with bags of sand or by some other

effective method. In this way the products retain sufficient final

energy to tear their way through the mass and break it up. Each

pa ticular case, however, requires special treatment depending upon
me object aimed at. This method of blasting (which found foimerly
an ext"nnve field in connection with hydraulic mining), as well as

the Hass of explosives most suitable for it, may be considered the

inventicn of Egbert Judson, an early American friend of Alfred

Nobel's, and one of the great industrial pioneers of California.

One is somewhat at a loss to explain the great efficiency in this

rort of woik of these low grade detonating explosives as compared
with tht'ir energy equivalents in blasting powders. I think it is due
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to the fact that the initial explosion is accompanied by a shock
which tends to break and fissure the ground, making paths for the

disrupting action of the gases. Thise low grades have a velocity of

detonation of from 3,000 to 5,000 ft. a fecund. They are at their

best in loose rock, shales and the like, ccincntc d gravil or a mix-
ture of earth and rock. They do not work well in wet or mucky
ground or in hard homogeneous rock.

Classification of Explosives. We see that the useful work varies

in kind in different forms of blasting. In order to tre:it the subject
to advantage, we must make a broad distinction between explosives
that work b st at high intensity with short paths that is, with

relatively small expansion of volume, and tho;e which are intended

to work at a lower inhnsity and with relatively large expansion
(if volume. The simplest division we can make is into

(1) High grades.

(2) Low grades.

The e is no absolute distinction between these classes, for they
run into eaih other in what may be called the medium grades
nitro-gljcerine, blasting gelatin

1

, gun cotton, gelignites, and both

high g.ade gelatine dynamites and dynamites of the Lig-Dyn or

Keisjlguhr type belong to the first class. The 50 and 40 per cent.

as possible, give the useful work of his explosive under what may
be classed r.s low grades.

Tests for Energy. It is a necessity to the manufacturer to have

some means of rating explosives. One of the tests should, as far

as po. sible, give the useful work of the explosive under what may
ba called the average conditions of blasting. In this sense the best

general test that I know of is the mortar.

Mortar. This as I use it is a short heavy gun bedded in a thick

block of concrete at an angle of elevation of 45. The shot being

h-'avy and its velocity low, the resistance of the air may be neglected
and the trajectory be considered a parabola. According to a prin-

ciple of mechanics, the work done in foot pounds is ^ M.R., in which
M is the mass of the shot in pounds and R the range in feet. I do
not contend that the range in the mortar determines the relative

value of the explosive in every kind of blasting. I regard it, how-

ever, as a good all round test in a general sense.

Qulnan Crusher Gauge. When it is desired to test explosives
with reference to their use in hard rock, I prefer the crusher gauge
described in "Cutter and Crusher Gauges for Explosives," pub
li:hed in the Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute, No. 64, and
also described in Guttmann's "Explosives."

This consists of a piston, 4in. in diameter, moving between up-
right guides and containing a small cavity in the upper end for the

ch:irge. A shot weighing about 351b.
,
with a fuse hole directly on

the charge is placed upon the piston and the latter rests upon a

cylindrical lead plug, which is crushed by the piston when the

charge is fired. The compressions of the lead plug are translated

into foot-pounds according to a dynamic scale a scale made by
crushing similar lead plugs by a falling weight.

In the moitar the gases act upon the shot till the latter clears

the muzzle. Owing to the construction of the "crusher gauge,"
there is almost an immediate release of the gases which act unly
for an instant on the piston. The gases therefore do there work on
the I ad while they are at very high tension. In the mortar they
have a chance to expand somewhat, and work down to a lower

tension.

Notwithstanding this difference of action, the indications of the

two instruments in rating explosions argue more nearly than one

might anticipate. Considering explosives of the same nature that is,

mixtures of the same ingredients in different proportions no case

has fallen under my observation in which the rank of any two ex-

plosives is reversed by the tests.

In a general way the mortar is more favourable to lower grades
and the crusher gauge to the higher. If the relative rank of two

explosives is reversed in the two instruments, we draw certain con-

clusions as to their intensity. For instance, the useful work in the

mortar of the Picrate mixtures (72.2 Am. Nit. and 27.8 Am. Picrate

see tables in Paper No. 5), compared with the guncotton is

235 : 226.

In the crusher gauge the guncotton takes precedence, the relative

numbers being 370 : 350.

This means that the guncctton does relatively more work at high
tension. It is therefore better suited f hard rock, while for aver-

age conditions the Picrate mixture would do more useful work.

Work in the Mortar. I have thought it instructive to make a

comparison for different explosives between the actual work done
in the mortar and the theoretical energy available under the con-

ditions of firing. It is necessary to consider the theoretical avail

able energy dissociation being ignored, as otherwise we cannot

make the calculation. The sketch, Fig. 3, shows the mortar and its

chamber, in which the charge is placed. The diameter of the bore

is 4.4in. The weight or mass (which is the better term) of (he sh;,t

is 33.7 pounds. The uniform charge of explosive used is 70 grains,

or 1-100 of a pound. The capacity of the little chamber was origin-

ally 210 grains o/ water, giving a density of loading of 0.333. The
chamber at the time of the experiments was somewhat enlarged. I

have taken its capacity at 233.3 grains of water, giving a density
of loading of 0.3. The density of loading is based upon a con-
ve lient expression for it proposed by the French experimenters
viz

,
the mass of the charge in grammes divided by the capacity of

the vessel (or space in which the charge is detonated) expressed in

cubic centimetres.

Fig H Mortar

The body of the mortar is of cast iron. The chamber is formed
in a block of hard steel. This block is tapered, and when first used
must be driven into its seat by firing heavy charges A wedge to

icmove the block when the chamber is worn out is not shown. This

wedge passes entirely through the body of the mortar just below
the seat of the chamber block.

In o.der to make the calculation, I assume that the charge is

completely denonated in the chamber before the shot begins to move,
also that the gates act usefully in giving energy to the shot till the
latter just clears the muzzle. Therefore in the adiabatic expansion
the initial volume will be .000533 cubic feet. This is the volume
of the chamber. The final volume of the gases will be 0.0785 cubic
feet. This is the capacity of both chamber and bore. We now pro-
pose to calculate the energy which is theoretically available between
these limits that is, the work of adiabatic expansion between this

initial and final volume for several explosives, and to compare the
results with the actual or useful work in each case. The methods
of making the calculations have already been explained.

We select four explosives from the lis.t already given in paper
No. 5. For the Ammonium Nitrate mixtures No. 1 and No. 2 we
have substituted a mixture No. 3, consisting of Ammonium Nitrate
about 67 per cent, and a soft paraffine about 13 per cent. This
latter gave by ultimate analysis very nearly the composition
Cu HoQ,

Eo that it may be considered vaseline.

In regard to the equation of metamorphosis, as the products
are very deficient in oxygen there is some question about their exact

composition; but by applying certain principles (which cannot be

cited here), I have been able to get an equation which I have no
doubt is substantially correct.

The heat h for unit of mass = 550 heat units.

The specific volume V (for 1 pound) = 18.4,95 cubic feet.

kv. the mean specific heat of the products = 0.30714.

kp
- = y = 1.3344.

kv

1) = 1.9937.

E potential = 884,710 foot pounds (for 1 pound).

N, the average No. atoms to the molecule = 2.452.

This explosive is a remarkable instance of low heat and great
specific volume. It is not a practicable explosive, however, as it

stand?. It will not transmit the detonating impulse in mass, but a

small quantity of it can be fully exploded in the mortar or crusher

gauge, and its detonation on a working scale can be insured by the

addition of a small or large percentage of nitro-glycerine. Explosives
of this kind are well known in the United States, where their advan-

tages are fully appreciated. Their rates of detonation are lower
than the Lig-Dyns (see Dr. Comey's paper, Article No. 1 of this

series).

As the composition given produces a large percentage of carbon
monoxide (CO) in detonation, it would be objectionable in deep
mining, unless the ventilation were very active. However, an
extreme case of the type is chosen to bring out certain principle*.
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CHAPTER VII.

Comparison of Different Explosives Relation or Intensity and Capacity Factors in Useful
Work Effect of Dissociation Effect of Rate of Detonation Economy in Blasting-

Conditions in Australia.

TAI'.LK V. COMl'AIMSON OK !>1 r'KKUKNT KX I'l.OSi beorctical Knci. ;y Available in th, ' 70 grains

(l-100lh.l. Dei.Mty (if char-e, 0.3. Initial Vol. V' 0.0005:i3 cubic feet. -Kin ;il Vol. V" - 0.0785 Cl
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The most general expressions fur the energy is obtained by
translating its thermal value into inn hanic -al units as .l.'l'.kv. In

this T is the intensity fartor anil .Ikv is the capacity iacior. J is

e-onstaiit for the same mass kv is peculiar to tho prodnets and
as with their specific volume.

The relation between the inti'iiMt.v and capacity factors of the

potential determines the general character of the in regard
to useful work efficiency. Comparing these Factors for the different

explosives in the tables, we see tha; MIC Ammonium Nitrate mixture

presents a decided contrast to the nitroglycerine and guncotton.
3

The initial tompei ature is li -ss than of that of nitroglycerine,
10

while the capacity factor kv is nearly 50 per cent, greater. Com-

p.-ncd with gnneotton, the temperature is considerably less than

half, while the capacity factor is 40 per cent, greater.

There are certain effects involved in the motar experiments which

our theory cannot take into account. One of these is the influence

upon the 'useful work of the rate of decomposition. There is prob-

ably a certain rate which is most favourable to the useful work on

I lie' shot. Nearly all high explosives when fired with a detonating

fuse i xeced this 'useful rate and suffer in consequence a loss of work.

In regard !o this loss, gunrotion suffers most, and the Ammonium
Nitrate mixture least.

Kf/ri-t nf Hissoriiifion This is brought out clearly bv a. study
< f the tables. Dissociation increases with the initial temperature
and the complexity of the products. For the explosives given in

the tables, it is the greatest for nitro-glycerine, and the least for the

ammonium nitrate mixture. The apparent low value for nitro-

Wa
glycerine is chiefly due to the effect of dissociation. Wa in the

tables is a theoretical value, which ignores dissociation, that is. the

explosives are credited with an available energy larger than the

active energy developed would justify. This explains the poor

showing that the nitro-glycerine makes in regard to useful energy

efficiency. The actual tension of the products is lowered by the

heat rendered latent, and undoubtedly the gases escape from the

mortar with a part of the energy in the potential or latent state.

The loss from this source amounts to something for all the explo-

sives, but is much greater for nitro-glycerine than the others. The

others suffer losses in the following order : Picrate mixture, gun-

cotton and ammonium nitrate mixtures. As the last consists mostly

of diatomic products, with a low initial temperature, the loss is

probably very small.

In the case of explosives like nitro glycerine with complex pro-

ducts, and a theoretical high initial temperature, we believe that

the useful work in the sense we are giving the term is in all cases

increased by dissociation. The influence of dissociation is to

moderate the "fulminate effect," by which we mean a very high

initial tension, with a sudden running down of the energy. Disso-

ciation lengthens the stroke and increases the useful energy.

Effect of Rate of Detonation on Useful Work. This subject is

debateable ground. In a general sence a high rate of detonation has

the opposite effect to dissociation. The first has a tendency to

favour the "fulminate effect." while the second lessens it.

The principles we have deduced for nitro-glycerine (which is

not regarded nowadays as a practical explosive in mining) hold pood

for blasting gelatine and high-grade gelatines and dynamite. Blasting

gelatine is nearly the energy equivalent of nitro-glycerine. beiiii:

slightly superior to it. Gelignite, gelatine dynamites, and high-

grade dynamites are inferior to it in energy, but belong to the same

class.

The rates of detonation of these explosives, however, vary

greatly. Blasting gelatine may be said to have normally a high

rate, the dynamites a medium rate, and the gelignites a low rate.

In the case of the gelatinous explosives, the matter is complicated

by physical condition, as well as by the degree of confinement and

the strength of the detonator. The gelatinous explosives vary in

velocity of detonation from about 0,000 to 28.000 ft. a second.

In these notes I have persistently advocated good confinement.

and strong detonators, especially for gelatinous explosives. This is

on account of their peculiar nature. Under conditions that arc

slightly unfavourable they are subject both to a breaking off or a

dying out of the detonati'ng wave, so that special precautions should

be taken to insure their complete detonation. This does not make

me. however, an advocate of the highest rate of detonation, though

I admit that there is this argument in its favour, or in favour of

the physical condition of the explosive most conducive to it. A

high rate is probably less liable to an interruption or dying out of

the wave. Another question is bound up with the main one. How
does the velocity of detonation affect the chemical metamorphosis?

We know that very low rates of detonation (due either to insensi-

tiveness of the explosive, non-confinement, or inadequate detonators),

even in explosives containing a sufficiency of oxygen, lead to incom-

plete oxidation of the products some oxygen unites with the

nitrogen leaving the carbon deficient and producing the poisonous

carbon monoxide but we think this condition pertains to abnor-

mally low rates. The question should be made the subject of a

special investigation, but our opinion seems to be justified, because

experiments in the Bichel and fiolaz bombs show a normal meta-

morphosis, although the small quantities of explosive are detonated

at a very moderate rate, if we can judge from the circumitai!-

the firing.

Assuming that a rate of, say, 7,0(10 or S.IIIKI ft. ,, second, a

iflucity ran .nitc. is . ul'i icni in give :

chem.cal metamorphosis, the mo ing ipn-stion is this is the

useful woik in the av of hard rock blasting increa

lessened by a high rate? If it is increased, what is the limit of

velocity which will give the best effect? \\ know that a gelignite

with a velocity of 7,000 ft. seems to do good work, but so <i

blasting gtlatine with a rate three times as great. IVs-.-.bjy. within

wide limits, the iifefnl work is not seriously affected. Our belief

is that the useful work of gelignite in hard rock can be increased

by increasing its rate of detonation even to doubling it, which can

be readily done with a small primer of Lig-Dyn. But we do not

bslieve in making either gelignite or blasting gelatine so sensitive

that they can be detonated at a high rate without confinement. I

believe that blasting gelatine was at its best in the days of Alfred

Nobel, and his immediate successors, so far as its efficiency in very
hard ruck was concerned. As a guess, it had a velocity of detonation

not extending 18,000 ft. a second, when it was well confined, and

was fired with a stiong detonator. The soft sensitive blasting gela-

tine that has lie-come the standard in Australia probably has the

maximum rate of 27 or 28.000 ft. in the borehole. In spite of dis-

sociation (which we have always with us), I think there is in such

,. ens' a certain degree of the'
" fulminate effect." which doe.- too

much molecular work on the rock work of high intensity and short

paths grinding it to dust an expenditure of energy that could b

move usefully employed in disrupting and displacing it. This opinion

is based upon my experience and observation, but both are liable

to error, and the opinion must be taken for what it is worth.

Absolute proof is wanting.

Economy in Blae.tiny.The useful energy of an explosive is

measured bv it.-, rock pelting capaoii;, th-- number of cubic feet or ton

uf rock that a pound of it will remove. In nearly all cases the stronger

of two explosives, other things being equal, will show a hotter return,

but this does not necessarily make it the more economical. The

measure of economy is the cost of the unit of useful energy in the

particular ease. In very hard refractory rock the ideal explosive is

blasting gelatine. Under such conditions practical trials always

show it to bo the most economical explosive that can be used. But

all sorts of rock are encountered in mining, and to meet the needs

of the industry there should be low and medium, as well
_

as high,

grades. It is wasteful in more senses than one to use high grade

gelatinous explosives in soft rock. Not only are they unnescessarily

expensive, but the confinement is not <_'.i.-d, and great care is requisite

to insure their complete detonation. One is always hearing of unex-

plodcd cartridges being found in the debris. This is so common

that it is looked upon as a matter of course, and they are searched

for as a part of the routine work.

The employment of these explosives in all kinds of rock without

reference to its resistance tends to make the miners careless and

wasteful. Blasting is an art which is never learned by the man

who always uses a surplus of energy to accomplish his task, while

the one \vho uses a grade adjusted to' the resistance naturally acquires

the skill necessary to make it do its work. He learns to take advan-

tage of the lay c',f the ground, to study the planes of cleavage, and

to get all the help he can from a proper location of his bore-holes.

He gauges carcfnllv the depth of his holes, their burden, and the

necessary charge. He never puts in a "pinched hole" that is, one

th t can only break in the general direction of the tamping, if it is

possible to av. id it. A skilled blaster in an extended trial will make

an inferior explosive remove more rock per pound than one 20 per

cent, stronger in the hands of a poor blaster, trained in the school

of surplus explosive energy.

Condition* 'n Australia. It is strange that in so enterprising a

country as Australia there should be an almost utter lack of the

medium and lower grades of explosives for general mining.
_

The

"elatinons explosives, the lowest grade of which is the ordinary

gelienite, practically monopolise the field. It is true that lower

grades are found iii coal mining, but this seems to be for a special

reason. High temperatures must be avoided in "safety explosives,
'

and the grades seem to be lowered for this reason, and not to
adjust

the energy to the work. Where the coal mines are not "fiery,
"

I

ha,c in Vevcial instances found gelignite used even for coal getting.

In the matter of grades, the United States presents a strong

con'rast to Australia. At the large dynamite factory which 1

nrnaied yea s aio in California, the average grade manufactured

contained '42.5 per cent, of nitro-glycerine. In Australia the average

grrde consumed must be about double this. In America the chief

lim is to produce the limit of useful work at the lowest possible

cost. If we understand useful energy to apply to the average con-

ditions in mining, then this unit can be more cheaply produced in

the form of Lig-Dyn. or straight dynamite (Dr. Corney's desgma_

tion) than in gelatinous explosives. In California the amount of

bl-'sting gelatine produced and consumed was insignificant such is

the power of fashion. Each country, America and Australia, could

have well taken a lesson from the other. If Australia would make

more use of the medium and lower grades, and America would use

blasting gelatine for the special case of very refractory rock, economy

would accrue in both instances. As I left California 12 years ago,

I am not competent to speak of the conditions prevailing there at

present. In Australia they are far from ideal.
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